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ABSTRACT

ESSAYS IN APPLIED MICROECONOMICS

By

Kathryn MacDermid Bollman

This dissertation is composed of three chapters that explore how changing policies and events

affect vulnerable groups.

Chapter one studies the effects of an expansion of body-worn camera programs on police in-

teractions and court outcomes. I describe conceptually how the presence of body-worn cameras

may change incentives for police and members of the public during police interactions, and how

an influx of body-worn camera data into the courts can affect attorney time use and uncertainty

in litigation. To test for these effects, I collect data from over 150 law enforcement agencies

across Virginia on body-worn camera adoption. I combine these data with records of criminal

court cases throughout Virginia and find evidence that body-worn cameras changed police interac-

tions. However, the body-worn camera video data did not affect the prevalence of guilty verdicts,

incarceration, or even the likelihood that cases resolved within a year of filing.

In the second chapter, I describe indigent defender labor markets and delve more deeply into

the null results of the first chapter. Each year, Virginia compensates hundreds of criminal defense

attorneys to provide legal representation to low-income criminal defendants on a case-by-case ba-

sis. Wages for these cases are fixed, but legal defense is guaranteed for qualifying defendants.

Using administrative pay records from Virginia’s Supreme Court, I show that this structure pro-

duces variability in indigent defender labor supply. Many attorneys represent defendants in a small

number of cases annually, while a small subset of indigent defense vendors are highly active in

the market. I then use certification records from the Virginia Indigent Defense Commission to test

whether body-worn cameras drove attorneys to leave indigent defense.

The third chapter describes Venezuelan migrant movements through Ecuador during the Venezue-

lan diaspora of the 2010s. I use administrative data from Ecuador on recorded entries to and exits

from the country by Venezuelans to quantify migrant flows. I document the emergence of a mi-



grant route connecting Colombia and Peru through Ecuador and variations in migrant flows along

this route as entry requirements to Ecuador and Peru changed.
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CHAPTER 1

THE EFFECTS OF BODY-WORN CAMERAS ON POLICING AND COURT
OUTCOMES: EVIDENCE FROM THE COURT SYSTEM IN VIRGINIA

1



1.1 Introduction

Defining and implementing effective policing remains one of the most salient political issues of

the past decade. In the midst of sometimes contentious debate over policing policies in the United

States, outfitting law enforcement with body-worn cameras (BWCs) has broad public support.1

Between 2020 and mid-2021, six states mandated body-worn cameras for law enforcement (NCSL,

2021).

Although increasingly commonplace, body-worn cameras are a recent technological advance-

ment for law enforcement in the United States. In 2010, less than 5 percent of law enforcement

agencies used body-worn cameras (LEMAS-BWCS, 2016). This changed rapidly after a police

officer killed eighteen-year-old Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri in August 2014 (Buchanan

et al., 2015), leading Ferguson police to begin using body-worn cameras to increase transparency,

accountability, and public trust (BBC News 2014). Across the nation, between 2013 and late

2016 the share of general purpose law enforcement agencies using body-worn cameras rose from

approximately 12 percent to nearly half (LEMAS-BWCS, 2016).2

Body-worn camera advocates intend the technology to increase transparency and improve

safety in police interactions, reducing police misconduct and some visible criminal activities. How-

ever, criminal justice practitioners warn of broader effects on policing and the courts. In addition

to inducing behavioral changes amongst police and members of the public, body-worn cameras

generate recorded data that may be relevant to criminal cases. While these data may allow for a

more accurate resolution of criminal charges, accessing the evidentiary value of the data comes

at a cost of attorney time. Across Virginia, attorneys report that the tension between attorney

time constraints and the additional labor demands of cases with body-worn camera footage can be

detrimental for vulnerable criminal defendants. As the Executive Director of the Virginia Indigent

Defense Commission wrote, “. . . we have significant concerns that our attorneys will not be able to

1One recent poll shows 85 percent of Republicans and 94 percent of Democrats favor body-worn camera mandates
(Kull, 2020).

2In 2015 the Department of Justice announced a $75 million national grant program intended to fund 50,000
cameras over a three-year period (Department of Justice Office of Public Affairs, 2015).
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continue to meet their ethical and professional responsibilities” (Compensation Board, 2018).

In this paper, I extend the base of research on body-worn cameras as a policing tool to incor-

porate their effects on courts and defendant outcomes. Specifically, I use the timing of body-worn

camera adoption by local law enforcement agencies across the Commonwealth of Virginia to study

changes in criminal case filings, resolutions and court processes after law enforcement begin using

body-worn cameras. In doing so, I discuss three channels through which body-worn cameras can

affect the courts. First, body-worn cameras can induce civilization (behavioral) effects amongst

law enforcement and the public, which can change the set of cases that are filed in the courts.

Then, once cases are filed, body-worn camera footage can introduce evidentiary and attorney time

use effects that change the outcomes of the case or the process by which these outcomes are real-

ized.

My contributions to researchers’ understanding of body-worn camera effects in policing build

upon work by criminologists (Ariel et al., 2015; Katz et al., 2014; Yokum et al., 2017) and con-

tribute to an emerging literature in economics (Kim, 2020; Çubukçu et al., 2021). More broadly,

by exploring civilization effects I contribute to literatures on police responses to oversight (Ba

and Rivera, 2019), criminal responses to surveillance (Gómez, 2021; Piza et al., 2019; Gonzalez-

Navarro, 2013), and criminal deterrence (Chalfin and McCrary, 2017). While previous body-worn

camera studies often focus on changes in police use-of-force — an important but uncommon out-

come — I test for civilization effects in more common interactions by measuring changes in the

frequency and composition of charges that are filed in criminal courts.

Less is known about if and how body-worn cameras affect court processes and case resolutions

once charges are filed. Two local impact evaluations provide contradicting evidence: Yokum et al.

(2017) do not find effects of body-worn cameras on case outcomes in Washington D.C., whereas

Katz et al. (2014) note some prosecutorial changes coincided with body-worn camera adoption in

Phoenix. Outside of criminal courts, Çubukçu et al. (2021) find that body-worn camera footage

evidence affects the resolution of citizen complaints against police. I provide some of the first

empirical evidence around these court-based effects and the first evidence using data from multiple

2



court jurisdictions.

To advance the research on the effects of body-worn cameras on the courts, I collected a new

data set detailing the timing of body-worn camera adoption across Virginia court jurisdictions.

Existing data collections on body-worn camera adoption either suffered from poor data quality in

key fields or employed sampling structures that encouraged agency-level analyses. Because mul-

tiple law enforcement agencies can operate within a single court jurisdiction, court-level analyses

with a sampling of agency-level data would be limited to those courts for which key agencies in

the court jurisdiction were sampled. These data constraints led to a high representation of urban

areas in body-worn camera evaluations and less evidence from small and mid-sized localities. In

contrast, my adoption data reflects the broadest coverage of Virginia law enforcement agencies to

date, covering the major law enforcement agencies in 90 percent of Virginia court jurisdictions.

I combine these new body-worn camera data with a second data set containing the near-universe

of criminal court charges in Virginia from 2008-20203 to create court-level panels covering 102

Virginia circuit courts and 107 Virginia district courts.

I analyze these data in a difference-in-differences framework. Because law enforcement began

using body-worn cameras at different points in time, I implement both the traditional two-way

fixed effects estimator and an alternative imputation estimator proposed by Borusyak, Jaravel, and

Spiess (2021) to test for effects of body-worn cameras on case filings, processes, and resolutions.

Although some studies (Goodman-Bacon, 2021; Sun and Abraham, 2021) show that the traditional

two-way fixed effects estimator can produce biased estimates under staggered treatment timing and

heterogeneous treatment effects, both estimators provide similar results in the case of body-worn

cameras in Virginia.

Across two court levels and several outcomes measuring changes in case filings, processes,

and resolutions, I find a strong pattern of results. Body-worn cameras reduced the prevalence of

a subset of charges arising out of interactions with police including resisting arrest, assaulting an

officer, and similar offenses. However, beyond this subset, they do not appear to have altered

3These years reflect those for which I have both district court and circuit court data. I additionally use circuit
court-only data dating back to 2006.
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police behaviors as a whole: the number of cases filed, the share of those cases involving multiple

charges, and charge severity did not change after police began using body-worn cameras.

The cases that are filed within criminal courts also do not systematically proceed through the

courts or resolve differently after body-worn camera adoption — despite practitioner reports of an

indigent defense system buckling under the weight of new body-worn camera data. One potential

explanation for these null results could be that the evidentiary effects of the videos offset attorney

time use effects for a net zero effect. However, I show that there are no differential effects of body-

worn cameras on cases more likely to have associated video. Because a common pool of attorneys

litigate video and non-video cases, if attorneys substitute time across the cases they represent then

the lack of a differential effect suggests that the offsetting-effects hypothesis does not hold. Finally,

because the increase in body-worn camera programs across the U.S. was motivated in part by racial

disparities in policing, I test for evidence of differential effects for Black and non-Black defendants.

I do not find compelling evidence that body-worn cameras differentially helped or harmed Black

defendants.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an institutional context for Virginia courts

and body-worn camera adoption, and an economic context for understanding the consequences

of court outcomes. Section 3 presents a conceptual framework for the three primary channels

through which body-worn cameras may affect court cases: behavioral effects, evidentiary effects,

and attorney time use effects. Section 4 contains a description of the court and body-worn camera

adoption data that I use for my court-level analyses; Section 5 outlines the empirical strategies that

I use to analyze these data. Section 6 presents results using both traditional two-way fixed effects

and the new imputation method. Section 7 dissects the null result presented further and tests for

heterogeneity in treatment effects for cases more and less likely to have body-worn camera footage

as well as heterogeneity in effects by race. Section 8 concludes.
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1.2 Background

1.2.1 Body-worn cameras

Nationally, body-worn cameras became a commonplace tool for U.S. law enforcement agencies

in the latter half of the 2010s. A 2016 national survey of nearly 4,000 U.S. law enforcement

agencies, the Law Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics- Body-worn Camera

Supplement (LEMAS-BWCS, 2016), documented this rapid expansion. By the end of 2016, the

LEMAS-BWCS showed widespread adoption of body-worn cameras and high intentions amongst

non-adopters to use the technology in the future: thirty-one percent of non-adopting agencies

reported that they were likely or very likely to consider acquiring body-worn cameras in the next

year. Even agencies that did not intend to imminently adopt body-worn cameras reported high

rates of officer and community support for such programs.

The 85 LEMAS-BWCS respondents from Virginia demonstrated similar adoption trends to

U.S. agencies overall.4 Sixty-two percent of Virginia agencies reported adopting body-worn cam-

eras by the time of the survey and Figure 1.1 shows that these adoptions were clustered between

2014 and 2016, consistent with U.S. adoption trends. In both Virginia and the U.S., the plurality

of adopting agencies did so in 2015, but new adoptions were also common in 2016. I collected

an expanded data set encompassing more Virginia law enforcement agencies over a longer time

frame to capture post-2016 adoptions.5 Using these new data, Figure 1.2 shows that the pace of

adoptions tapered after the 2015 peak but Virginia departments continued to routinely adopt body-

worn cameras through 2018. Figure 1.3 shows that not only did the number of jurisdictions using

body-worn cameras increase rapidly between 2014 and 2018, but so did the population exposed to

the cameras.

Respondents to the LEMAS-BWCS also clarified why and how their agencies implemented

body-worn cameras. Adopting agencies most commonly cited expected benefits to policing in-

4Respondents for LEMAS surveys are drawn from the Department of Justice’s Law Enforcement Agency Roster
(2016) which shows 293 total agencies within Virginia.

5Section 4.1 describes these data in detail.
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Figure 1.1: Year of BWC adoption for law enforcement agencies in LEMAS-BWCS

cluding improvements in officer safety (21 percent), accountability (19 percent), and a reduction

in/faster resolution of citizen complaints (15 percent), as their primary reasons for adoption.6 Fi-

nancial constraints drove the decision not to adopt for agencies without body-worn camera pro-

grams, an obstacle to implementation reported by many adopting agencies as well. To achieve the

expected policing benefits, adopting agencies almost always established a formal policy outlining

when body-worn cameras must be turned on. Policies typically dictate that cameras be activated

for traffic stops (93 percent), and when executing arrest or search warrants, deploying firearms, and

initiating contact with members of the public (nearly 85 percent each), and preserved for between

one month and one year. These retention periods may be extended if pertinent to an ongoing matter,

such as a use of force incident, citizen complaint, or if used as evidence in a legal proceeding.

Agencies were optimistic that body-worn camera recordings would make cases more prose-

6Percentages exclude respondents whose agency’s primary purpose was to conduct a pilot program.
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Figure 1.2: Year of BWC adoption by district court jurisdiction, Virginia

cutable (69.8 percent) and improve evidence quality (78.8 percent). However, these expected ef-

fects of body-worn cameras on the courts rarely drove adoption decisions; less than 10 percent of

agencies cited improvements to evidence quality (9.5 percent) or making cases more prosecutable

(7.6 percent) as the primary reason they adopted body-worn cameras.

1.2.2 Virginia Courts and Court Actors

Body-worn camera videos recorded during police-public interactions generate large volumes

of video data in part because police interact with the public often. The Bureau of Justice Statistics

estimates that in 2018, about 24 percent of the U.S. population (60 million people) interacted with

the police (Harrell and Davis, 2020), although many of these contacts were resident-initiated and

did not result in criminal charges. Even so, a substantial share of the U.S. population will find

themselves in court during their lifetimes. In 2013, Virginia State General District Courts and
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Figure 1.3: Population living in a BWC jurisdiction

Circuit Courts received a total of nearly 900,000 felony and misdemeanor filings (Office of the

Executive Secretary, 2014a; Office of the Executive Secretary, 2014b).

These two sets of courts, district and circuit level, serve as the primary venues for criminal lit-

igation across Virginia. The courts largely share geographic jurisdictions, with approximately one

circuit court and one district court in each county or independent city across the state.7 However,

they differ in the scope of the cases they hear: district courts hold jurisdiction over misdemeanor

cases, whereas the circuit courts litigate felonies.8 Oftentimes geographic court boundaries con-

tain multiple law enforcement jurisdictions. For example, both a county sheriff and a town police

department may operate within a single county. Thus, courts can receive cases from multiple law

7In a few places, multiple district courts operate within a single circuit court jurisdiction.
8Misdemeanors and felonies differ in the severity of the crime and the severity of the punishments if convicted:

while a defendant can be sentenced to life in prison for a severe felony, the most severe misdemeanors carry a 12
month sentence.
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enforcement agencies.

Cases enter the courts through two primary mechanisms. Police officers can issue a Virginia

Uniform Summons, which initiates a filing in the district court. These summonses are common

for misdemeanors and do not require that a defendant be held in custody while awaiting court

proceedings. Alternatively, police can arrest defendants. When this happens a local magistrate

provides an intermediate step between law enforcement and the courts. Magistrates review sworn

statements from a complainant (such as an arresting officer) to assess whether there is probable

cause to proceed with a criminal charge. This standard of probable cause is much weaker than a

standard to convict— the Virginia Magistrate Manual describes that the magistrate needs only to

ascertain that “the charges are not capricious and are sufficiently supported to justify bringing into

play the further steps of the criminal process” (Department of Magistrate Services, 2021).

After a summons is issued or the charges advance from the magistrate’s office, the outcomes of

the charges can be influenced by three court actors: a judge, prosecutor, and defense attorney.9 I

provide a basic case road map outlining the entities involved in various states of criminal litigation

in Table 1.1. Broadly, the court actors can influence outcomes for the defendant ranging from the

final set of charges to be ruled on in court to the outcomes of those charges, their sentencing, and

even the pace at which the case resolves. More specifically, prosecutors can alter, drop, or add

charges to a criminal case; judges dismiss or rule on charges and determine sentences;10 and both

prosecuting and defense attorneys lobby for preferred dispositions and sentencing.11

By design, both judges and prosecutors are always publicly funded government employees.

In practice, defense attorneys often are too. A system of publicly funded attorneys (“indigent

defenders”) represent low-income defendants in order to fulfill the Constitutional right to coun-

sel.12 In Virginia, these attorneys are either a) public defenders—salaried attorneys working in

9Statutorily, all three actors are involved in felony cases. Practically, all three actors are involved in many misde-
meanor cases as well. However, for low-level misdemeanors and infractions a prosecutor and/or defense attorney may
not be involved in the case.

10This is a simplification of the full role of judges: judges also rule on a variety of motions presented to the court
and in some cases oversee jury trials wherein a jury rules on a case.

11“Dispositions” are the rulings or resolutions to cases, for example “guilty”.
12Data on the precise share of defendants using indigent defenders vs. private counsel are hard to come by and

indigency thresholds vary across states. However, estimates routinely place the share of indigent defendants in excess
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Table 1.1: Case roadmap

Stage Case Activity Entities Involved Activity Summary,
Body-worn camera role

1 (Alleged) Offense Defendant
Police

Defendant allegedly commits offense;
may or may not be seen by police.
Video may be captured

2 Summons issued/
Arrest and booking

Defendant
Police

Officer may release defendant with
summons for later court date or
arrest defendant.
Video captured

3 Warrant/
Charge issued

Defendant
Police
Magistrate

If arrested, defendant appears before
a judicial officer to determine
whether charges proceed.
None

4 Court hearings,
preparation

Defendant
Judge
Attorneys

Court hears evidence, disposes charges,
pronounces sentences. Attorneys negotiate
plea agreements, argue for preferred
dispositions and sentences.
Video reviewable

a state-funded law firm that represents indigent clients or b) assigned counsel—private attorneys

compensated to represent indigent clients on a case-by-case basis.

A key motivation for this paper is the reports from indigent defenders warning that the marginal

time required to review body-worn camera footage exceeds attorney time constraints. Even prior

to body-worn camera adoption, full-time indigent defenders in Virginia were likely to face binding

time constraints for their caseloads. In FY 07/08, before body-worn cameras became widespread,

public defenders in Virginia managed on average 320 cases per attorney per year (Kleiman and Lee,

2010). Appendix Figure A.6 shows that these caseloads exceed the American Bar Association’s

recommendation of a maximum of 150 felonies or 400 misdemeanors (American Bar Association,

2009) annually. While assigned counsel are employed on a case-by-case basis, they too face time

constraints in the form of compensation caps. Assigned counsel are paid a fixed hourly rate for a

maximum of approximately 1.3 hours of paid work on misdemeanor charges at the district court

level, and less than 5 hours of paid work on a typical circuit court felony charge.13 Even before law

of 70% of state-court defendants (Harlowe, 2000; Butcher et al., 2017).
13Virginia Code §19.2-163
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enforcement began using body-worn cameras, assigned counsel attorneys rarely reported working

fewer than the maximum compensated hours. 14

1.3 Literature and Conceptual Framework

Policing and the court system are the two most direct levers through which governments seek

to improve social well-being by reducing crime. The negative effects of crime on victims and

communities are pervasive, with studies showing detrimental effects on outcomes spanning hous-

ing prices and wealth accumulation, mental well-being, and youth academic performances (Linden

and Rockoff, 2008; Cornaglia et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2016). However, the determinants of

crime are also multifaceted. Empirically they have been shown to range from inequality and other

socioeconomic factors (Kelly, 2000; İmrohoroğlu et al. 2000; Fajnzylber et al., 2002(a); Fajnzyl-

ber et al., 2002(b); Grogger, 1998; Buonanno and Montolio, 2008), to alcohol access (Heaton,

2012; Groönqvist and Niknami, 2014 ), social networks (Damm and Dustman, 2014; Billings et

al. 2019), family background or adverse childhood experiences (Doyle, 2008; Currie and Tekin,

2012; Eriksson et al., 2016) and more. Even schooling and entertainment can affect crime by

incapacitating would-be offenders (Dahl and DellaVigna, 2009; Jacob and Lefgren, 2003).

Police reduce crime both by serving as monitors who can disrupt criminal activities and also

by increasing the costs of criminality by bringing defendants into the courts. Convicted defendants

incur immediate costs of liberty or finances, and incarceration and criminal records further di-

minish post-release economic self-sufficiency by increasing barriers to formal employment (Agan

and Starr, 2017; Dobbie et al., 2018). These effects grow for longer periods of incarceration

(Mueller-Smith, 2015). Numerous studies affirm that police deter and reduce criminal activity

(Evans and Owens, 2007; Draca et al., 2011; Vollaard and Hamed, 2012 ; Chalfin and McCrary,

2018; Weisburd, 2021), and that incarceration can incapacitate would-be offenders (Barbarino and

Mastrobuoni, 2014; Mastrobuoni, 2019).

14There are some opportunities for fee waivers that would increase the maximum compensation. However, using
compensation data provided by the Virginia Supreme Court, I calculate fee waivers to be rarely granted, given for only
about 3.3% of charges. Annually aggregated versions of these data form the basis of many analyses in Chapter 2 of
this dissertation.
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However, policing and the criminal justice system also carry numerous costs. Fiscally, in 2018

states spent $119 billion on police (Urban Institute, 2021) and an average of over $30,000 per

prison inmate each year (Mai and Subramanian, 2017).15 Incarceration can spur post-release crim-

inal activity and increased use of public assistance programs (Bayer et al., 2009; Mueller-Smith,

2015). And, the manner in which police pursue crime reduction goals affects the public more gen-

erally. Instances of police misconduct are costly to budgets, trust in criminal justice institutions,

and social well-being. In 2019 the City of Chicago paid nearly $47 million in settlements and

court awards stemming from police misconduct (City of Chicago, 2020).16 Even indirect exposure

to police use-of-force can reduce academic attainment for high school students, particularly Black

and Hispanic students (Ang, 2021).

New police technologies affect both costs and benefits in the criminal justice system. Body-

worn cameras may enhance officer’s ability to deter crimes and may also deter police from en-

gaging in socially costly actions. Simultaneously, body-worn cameras generate evidence that can

increase accuracy in convictions and improve targeting of sentences. However, the technology has

fiscal costs to implementation and alters the workloads of other public service employees. In the

following subsections I detail these three prospective channels through which body-worn cameras

can affect policing and the courts, present the existing evidence of their roles, and describe their

sometimes conflicting predicted effects on criminal court cases.

1.3.1 Behavioral/Civilization Effects

“That’s the beauty of these devices . . . everybody gets politer when the cameras are on.” -

Norfolk Police Chief Michael Goldsmith17

As Becker (1968) noted, the “supply” of crimes should be inversely related to the likelihood

a criminal is discovered and convicted. As an evidence-generating technology, body-worn cam-

15Calculated using data available from 45 states.
16For context, this is approximately equal to the City’s budget for senior service programs through the Department

of Family and Support Services in the same year (City of Chicago, 2019).
17(King, 2015)
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eras reduce some of the noise around allegations of criminal behavior or professional misconduct

— thereby increasing the likelihood, ceteris paribus, of conviction for offenses caught on camera.

The most publicized instances of this occur with excessive force cases for police. For example,

2018 a jury convicted an officer of murder after body-worn camera footage contradicted the offi-

cer’s allegation that he shot into a car because it moved “aggressive(ly)” toward law enforcement

(McCullough, 2018). However, offenses committed by members of the public that are caught on

camera may also be easier to prosecute.

Because of this, it is possible that the mere presence of a body-worn camera is enough to

alter court outcomes by bringing police and public behavior into alignment with legal and so-

cial standards.18 Advocates and practitioners posit that these “civilization effects” can reduce the

prevalence of criminal behaviors in the sight of body-worn cameras and generally foster milder

police-public interactions overall.

A few studies, primarily in criminology, test this theory of body-worn camera civilization ef-

fects for police. Yet, while body-worn cameras are a new tool, research on other technologies that

increase the probability that a defendant is caught or convicted of a crime can help predict the pub-

lic’s response. For police, research on police responses to oversight can supplement the existing

evaluations of body-worn camera programs to characterize the accountability effects of body-worn

cameras.

Empirically, numerous studies find that criminals respond to innovations that increase their

expected costs to criminal behavior. These innovations include DNA databases for convicted felons

(Doleac, 2017), electronic monitoring (Di Tella and Schargrodsky, 2013), and Lojack stolen car

recovery devices (Ayres and Levitt, 1998; Gonzalez-Navarro, 2013). Even so, the mechanisms

through which these technologies reduce crime vary. Lojack has limited ability to link an individual

to an offense, but it reduces the expected value of the stolen goods by increasing the likelihood that

a stolen vehicle is recovered. In contrast, DNA databases and electronic monitoring are highly

targeted for prior offenders and can directly link a specific offender with a specific offense.

18Body-worn cameras are worn on the outside of an officer’s uniform, typically affixed to clothing, equipment, or
accessories. Because of this, they are observable to members of the public when interacting with police.
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Closed-circuit television (CCTV) may reside in a middle ground; these surveillance cameras

target locations rather than individuals, but also provide video evidence that can help link specific

individuals to specific crimes. In this way, CCTV is similar to body-worn cameras, and both

increase the likelihood that a criminal is caught and convicted if their offense is committed in view

of a camera. In a meta-analysis of 76 criminology studies of CCTV, Piza et al. (2019) found an

estimated 13 percent reduction in crime in CCTV areas compared to controls.

However, body-worn cameras also differ from these deterrence technologies in key ways that

may alter their effectiveness in deterring unwanted behaviors. CCTV surveillance cameras con-

stantly transmit from a fixed, pre-determined vantage point, while body-worn cameras must be

activated in order to preserve video and record an officer’s regularly changing viewpoint. Body-

worn cameras also differ from Lojack, electronic monitoring, and CCTV in that they provide no

monitoring benefits.19 Electronic monitoring technologies alert law enforcement if an individual

violates boundaries established by the court. Lojack, once activated, notifies law enforcement of

the real-time location of a stolen vehicle. And, in heterogeneity analyses, Piza et al. (2019) found

that effect magnitudes across evaluations were larger when CCTV was actively monitored. But,

because officers inherently serve as monitors, body-worn camera adoption is unlikely to induce de-

terrent effects through this channel. Even so, CCTV crime reductions are not wholly attributable

to increased monitoring, suggesting that recorded video from body-worn cameras may nonetheless

have a deterrent effect; Gómez et al. (2021) show that CCTV expansions in Medellı́n, Colombia

that were not accompanied by expansions to monitoring capacities decreased reported crimes and

arrests.

For police, body-worn cameras enable additional oversight, which may improve conduct amongst

officers and sort out low-quality officers from the ranks. A less desired potential outcome of height-

ened oversight is de-policing, when police reduce their interactions with the public. Existing body-

worn camera studies typically test for evidence of civilization effects in use of force and citizen

complaint data, finding mixed results.

19Monitoring deters crime by enabling a real-time response to criminal activities (Gonzalez and Komisarow, 2020).
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Summarizing a set of ten randomized controlled trials (RCT) in a meta-analysis, Ariel et al.

(2016) found no significant change in police use-of-force for body-worn camera users across the

interventions on average. This finding contradicted the RCT published in the prior year by an over-

lapping set of authors, which found that the rates of use-of-force incidents and officer complaints

both declined for police assigned to use body-worn cameras (Ariel et al., 2015). The null results

of the meta-analysis were subsequently supported by a randomized controlled trial in Washing-

ton D.C. which showed no differences in either use of force or complaints between adopters and

non-adopters (Yokum et al., 2017).

Notably, the interventions studied in these evaluations consisted of partial adoptions within

single departments; it is possible that the estimates are attenuated due to spillovers into the in-

teractions of non-BWC assigned police. For example, members of the public may be aware that

police are using body-worn cameras but unsure of whether the specific officers they interact with

are using them. Additionally, officers may learn from their peer networks (Ouellett et al., 2019)

— which do not necessarily directly coincide with their body-worn camera assignment groups.

These concerns were also present in a non-randomized intervention that demonstrated a reduction

in complaints against body-worn camera-wearing officers in Phoenix (Katz et al., 2014).

To bypass these limitations, Kim (2020) used a difference-in-differences strategy with a na-

tional sample of law enforcement agencies and found evidence that body-worn cameras do reduce

police use-of-force. While this result suggests a civilizing effect on officers, he does not find any

reductions in assaults targeting a police officer.20 Together these findings suggest that officers—

but not the public— are “civilized” by body-worn cameras and further may be indicative of null or

limited changes in police use of discretion in charging.

While use of force is a salient and influential outcome to study, these events are relatively rare

in policing. Complaints of excessive use of force are even more so: using data from Chicago

police, Chalfin and Kaplan (2021) found that 84 percent of officers generated no use-of-force com-

plaints over a 5-year period. But, we can also expect to find broader changes in the charges that

20The global meta-analysis of local body-worn camera impact evaluations (Ariel et al., 2016) actually showed
higher rates of assaults on police after adoption.
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reach the courts if the “better behavior” caused by civilization effects reduces the likelihood that

an interaction escalates either physically or verbally. More deferential defendants and officers may

reduce the frequency of charges of officer-oriented offenses such as resisting arrest. And officers,

who have a degree of discretion in issuing citations and making arrests, may be less likely to over-

charge criminal defendants — however, they also may be disincentivized from displaying leniency

if they anticipate that their footage will be reviewed. These alterations could affect defendants

on both the intensive and extensive margins — in other words, civilization effects may reduce

the probability an individual is accused of a first offense or that they are charged with multiple

offenses. This may be particularly pronounced if officers engage in de-policing.21

When Katz et al. (2014) conducted an impact evaluation of a body-worn camera program for

the Phoenix Police Department they tested aspects of this broader view of civilization effects. The

authors first surveyed police about how they expected body-worn cameras to affect officer discre-

tion and the frequency of contacts with the public. In both cases, before adoption respondents

expected body-worn cameras to reduce discretion and contacts. However, these concerns less-

ened after the cameras were in use. While the authors acknowledge some shortcomings that limit

the strength of causal claims within the study— including substantial officer turnover in the pre-

adoption period — they find in practice adopting squads actually significantly increased their daily

arrests and the frequency of resisting arrest charges was not significantly changed implementing

the program.22 However, further study is needed to validate these findings outside of the Phoenix

context.
21Outside of the body-worn camera context there is a theoretical basis for de-policing (Prat, 2004), and some

empirical evidence showing de-policing under heightened oversight (Ba and Rivera, 2019). However, while Ba and
Rivera (2019) do find evidence of de-policing following oversight generated by public outcry, they do not find evidence
for it when the oversight is generated within a policing organization as would be more similar to routine internal review
of body-worn camera videos.

22Resisting arrest charges here were tested as a frequency instead of a share of arrests so this does not rule out
evidence of a civilization effect in this outcome.
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1.3.2 Evidentiary Effects

When a police interaction ends with charges filed in the criminal courts, body-worn camera

video can affect the resolution of the charges. Body-worn camera recordings can provide eviden-

tiary value in court proceedings, affecting how judges and juries perceive the events that unfolded

during a police interaction. Influentially, court actors resolve many cases outside of the courts

through plea negotiations in which prosecutors and defendants (through their legal representation)

agree upon a set of terms under which a defendant will admit culpability to the court— sometimes

trading more lenient sentences or dropping charges in exchange for resolving the case without

an uncertain and resource-intensive trial. Guilty pleas are common and accounted for 88 percent

of case resolutions in U.S. district courts in 2009 (Sourcebook, 2009).23 Rational plea negotia-

tions will take into account the probability of conviction and the expected severity of sentencing

if convicted (Butcher et al., 2021). Additional evidence can influence these plea negotiations by

improving the bargaining position of one side. In the case of body-worn cameras, footage may re-

veal law enforcement error or abuse or may corroborate/undermine defendant or law enforcement

accounts of events.

While exposure of law enforcement error or abuse clearly benefits defendants, other eviden-

tiary effects are theoretically ambiguous in direction. We may anticipate that they lean against

defendants on average if the typical police stop is merited and/or the core components of a typical

police report align with body-worn camera footage.24 Ultimately, the balance of these elements

determines whether additional evidence benefits or harms defendants on average— which is itself

an empirical question.25

23I too find a preponderance of cases that end with a guilty plea: within my sample, which I detail in section 4, 65
percent of cases at the circuit court level conclude with at least one guilty plea.

24We can consider this in a signaling framework: when footage confirms some details of a party’s account of events
this may strengthen the signal of the party’s reliability and thus lends credence to the elements of the party’s account
that are not visible in the footage. Anecdotally attorneys report experiences consistent with this signaling. This
signal may disproportionately advantage police accounts, particularly in those jurisdictions where law enforcement
can review body-worn camera footage prior to writing an arrest report (NACDL, 2018). In the Katz et al. (2014)
evaluation, the authors report that Phoenix police specifically required that their cameras have the capacity for in-field
footage review.

25An additional evidentiary consideration for body-worn cameras is the effect of not having body-worn camera
footage of an incident when body-worn cameras are ubiquitous in an area and an officer is present. An officer may
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Just how often body-worn camera footage provides evidentiary value for a case is unclear due

to scarce data. Katz et al. (2014) show that officers believe body-worn cameras provide evi-

dentiary value and make cases more prosecutable. These beliefs are qualitatively consistent with

the LEMAS-BWCS. However, a concurrent staffing intervention within the department contami-

nated tests of the accuracy of this perception. Although adjudication of complaints against officers

falls outside of the criminal justice system, a recent working paper finds that body-worn cam-

era adoption in Chicago significantly reduced complaint dismissals for insufficient evidence while

increasing disciplinary actions due to substantiated complaints Çubukçu et al. (2021).

1.3.3 Time Use

“It’s a razor thin wire, because you’re looking to be sure your client’s due process rights are

preserved. On the other hand, I have 120 other clients. I have to preserve their due process rights

too.” -Newport News Public Defender Robert Moody26

Ascertaining whether body-worn camera video provides evidentiary value to a case requires

that someone review available footage, of which there can be large quantities. The Katz et al.

(2014) evaluation commented on low compliance amongst Phoenix officers, but also reported that

footage was available for as high as 42 percent of calls in a month. In Virginia, between 2016

and 2018 the Henrico County Commonwealth’s Attorney’s office reportedly annually viewed one

hour of video for each of over 2,000 cases on average (Compensation Board, 2018). This is ap-

proximately equivalent to the workload of a full-time employee.27 Similarly, three Virginia public

defender offices reported spending between 160 and nearly 3000 hours per month on body-worn

camera related tasks, the workload of between 1 and 16 additional full-time employees over base-

neglect to record an interaction intentionally for their own expected benefit or to preserve the privacy of a member of
the public, or unintentionally due to equipment malfunction or surprise.

26(Albiges, 2019)
27A broader October 2018 Commonwealth Attorney (CA) survey showed that 51 prosecutor offices reported re-

ceiving an estimated 180,000 hours of body-worn camera footage over a 12 month period (Compensation Board,
2018). This amounts to an average of about 300 hours per month per office.
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lines of six to nine attorneys (Gaub et al., 2019).28 However, staffing levels for publicly provided

attorneys are sticky, and assigned counsel compensation caps depend only on case types — not

on the workload or available evidence. For cases with video, assigned counsel would use over

20 percent of their compensated time for a typical felony charge just reviewing body-worn camera

video if they spent the same amount of time on this task as the Henrico County CA’s office reported

spending on average.

Some of the time, body-worn camera video review may substitute for other case tasks. Other

times, attorney time constraints may cause this review to crowd out non-body-worn camera ac-

tivities. The extent to which each takes place remains ambiguous due to limited data. However

the dominant narrative supported by practitioners is one of crowd-out. The Executive Director

of the Virginia Indigent Defense Commission raised an alarm about attorney workloads due to

body-worn camera adoptions, writing, “it is not hard to imagine that court-appointed attorneys

will be faced with terrible choices, which will hurt their clients, hurt their practice, or potentially

undermine both. Court-appointed attorneys will likely have to stop taking court-appointed cases;

not watch all the body-worn camera footage, in violation of their ethical duties; or basically be

forced to work for free” (Compensation Board, 2018). The Ethics Counsel for the Virginia State

Bar echoed this sentiment on the prosecutorial side, stating “Existing prosecutors’ workloads will

be significantly increased by the time taken to review footage derived from body-worn cameras.

To comply with legal and ethical standards, Commonwealth’s Attorneys must staff more lawyers

or decline handling cases. Breaching the legal and ethical standards is obviously not an option”

(Compensation Board, 2018). These practitioner concerns are now leading to policy changes in

Virginia aimed at ameliorating some attorney time use effects (VACO, 2019).

28The offices also employ non-attorney personnel.
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1.4 Data

Existing data on body-worn cameras are scarce and have limited coverage of law enforcement

agencies and court jurisdictions.29 I fill this data gap by collecting a more comprehensive set of

law enforcement body-worn camera adoption data, which I aggregate to a quarterly court-level

adoption indicator. Observing body-worn camera adoption at the court-level rather than the case-

level allows me to take a broad view of direct and spillover effects of body-worn cameras on cases

with and without footage. I combine these body-worn camera data with charge-level data from

Virginia courts to form quarterly court-level panels that I use to explore changes in charging, case

processes, and case resolutions.

1.4.1 Body-worn Camera Data

I measure body-worn camera adoption at the geographic court jurisdiction level and define a

court as “treated” when the first major law enforcement agency operating in its jurisdiction imple-

ments a body-worn camera program. Multiple law enforcement agencies of varying sizes may op-

erate within a single jurisdiction, so I use the “major” designation to focus on those agencies likely

to contribute influentially to court caseloads. Using the 2016 Law Enforcement Agency Roster

(Department of Justice, 2017), I identified a set of agencies that each employed at least 25 percent

of the total officers or served at least 25 percent of the population in their court jurisdiction.30 I

excluded agencies without policing duties and omitted some sheriff’s offices that primarily han-

dled jail and court security. From the remaining agencies I sought information about body-worn

camera adoption through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. I extended FOIA requests

to 157 qualifying agencies and obtained information from an additional 32 agencies through direct

contact, departmental websites, and local media.31

29The LEMAS-BWCS data included a sample of 85 local law enforcement agencies in Virginia. A survey of
Virginia Commonwealth’s Attorneys often generated missing or incomplete responses on questions pertaining to the
timing of body-worn camera adoption. None of these data are linked to specific cases.

30I detail this designation more thoroughly in Appendix A.1 and describe an alternative 50 percent threshold and
the robustness of my results to this threshold in Appendix A.3.

31I include a thorough discussion of the FOIA requests and adoption dataset in Appendix A.1. I am grateful to
Nathan Fedorchak for his invaluable assistance navigating the Virginia FOIA process and to the numerous members
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Ultimately I obtained complete body-worn camera adoption data for 111 district court jurisdic-

tions including 78 that adopted body-worn cameras by 2019 and 106 circuit court jurisdictions, 76

of which adopted by 2019. These comprise nearly 90 percent of state district and circuit courts in

Virginia. A map of adopting jurisdictions is available in Appendix A.1.

1.4.2 Criminal Case Data

Next, I use charge-level data for criminal cases filed in Virginia district courts between January

2009 and March 2019 and Virginia circuit courts between January 2005 and March 2019 obtained

from the Virginia Court Data repository (Schoenfeld, 2021). All courts report defendant demo-

graphic information including race and sex, the filing date for each charge, the charge disposition,

a series of sentencing outcomes, and text variables containing information about the charge itself

and the section of the Virginia Code that encompasses the charge. Defendants most often receive

dispositions of guilty, charge dropped by the prosecutor, or charge dismissed by a judge. Sen-

tencing information can include the amount of time that someone is sentenced to serve in jail or

prison as well as fines incurred. I also observe whether a charge is amended (superceded by an

alternative charge) after filing. For example, I observe multiple instances in which an initial charge

of assault on a police officer is replaced with the lesser offense of obstructing justice. Amendments

can correct inaccurate initial charges or may reflect plea negotiations.

Each individual charge represents an allegation of a single offense, however it is common for

defendants to be charged with multiple offenses at the same time. These charges can operate as

alternatives — that is, providing a jury the opportunity to convict a defendant of either manslaugh-

ter or second degree murder (or neither, but not both), or can come out of related allegations, like

multiple instances of embezzlement activities discovered jointly or a domestic violence incident

that ended in an altercation with a responding police officer. When a defendant faces multiple

charges at the same time it is likely that charge characteristics, court processes, and outcomes of

the individual charges are related to one another. To address this, within each court type I aggre-

of law enforcement agencies throughout Virginia and Michigan who shared their body-worn camera experiences with
me.
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gate charges up to a case-level using a grouping algorithm described in Appendix A.1. I use these

case-level data to apply sample selection criteria, define outcome variables, and then subsequently

aggregate up to a court-level quarterly panel.

Once charges are aggregated into cases, they may carry multiple dispositions and multiple

sentences. For example, a three-charge case could end with one charge dropped by the prosecutor

and two five-year prison sentences for the remaining two charges. I define disposition variables for

cases by whether any of the charges in the case received a certain disposition. In this example, the

case would be recorded as having both a “dropped” and “guilty” disposition. Overall for analyses,

I focus on these two dispositions of “guilty”, and “dropped”. I also show a simple binary measure

of whether an individual was sentenced to serve a nonzero amount of time in a jail or prison.32

1.4.3 Sample and Outcome Variables

The three channels through which body-worn cameras can affect criminal defendants and the

courts occur at two different stages in the criminal justice process. To capture the effects of body-

worn cameras at these distinct stages, I use different sample selection criteria for analyses of

policing-based and court-based effects at the district and circuit court levels. I detail these cri-

teria in the following section and present baseline descriptive statistics for each sample in Table

1.2.

1.4.3.1 Case Filing Samples

To test for civilization effects in routine police interactions, I create a quarterly court-level panel

encompassing all district court filings for cases involving infractions, misdemeanors, and felony

offenses. By including all of these case types, I capture police interactions that involve the courts

32I discuss the sentencing data in more detail and show results for additional sentencing outcomes in Appendix A.2.
Some defendants who are sentenced to serve time according to this measure actually forgo incarceration by adhering
to certain requirements set by the judge in their case. I ignore this in the main definition of this variable, but include
supplementary results showing the use of suspended sentences after body-worn camera introduction in Appendix A.3
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Table 1.2: Comparison of treated and untreated localities at early-sample baseline

Panel A: Case Filings District Circuit
Untreated Treated Untreated Treated

Cases 4,424.8 3,986.1 80.2 184.4
Civilization Effect Cases 27.6 42.1 3.6 9.0

Multi-charge Cases 17.2% 19.2% 49.1% 46.4%
Count Localities 33 70 28 68

Panel B: Case Processes
& Outcomes

District
Misdemeanors

District
Felonies

Circuit
Felonies

Untreated Treated Untreated Treated Untreated Treated
Female 28 29 22 24 21 22
Black 21 34 26 43 27 45

Multi-charge 17 18 57 54 47 43
% Public Defender 33 44 33 43 25 46

% Cases with
amended charge 9 9 4 4 2 2

Avg Sentence
Time (days) 21.7 28.0 67.1 81.8 2404.2 2518.9

% Sentenced to time 18 22 27 28 66 71
% Received fine 65 65 13 13 11 12

% Cases with
charge dismissed 19 17 10 10 7 4

% Cases with
charge dropped 11 11 38 40 21 24

% Cases with
guilty charge 73 75 34 33 72 72

Avg Num. Cases 999.7 1182.0 91.7 136.1 53.7 124.3
Count Localities 33 70 33 70 28 68

Note: 2009 District court case characteristics, 2006 Circuit court case characteristics from
unweighted locality-level panel. The treated group are localities that adopted by Q2, 2018.
Case filing panels are not case-type specific.

without drawing distinctions across the severity of the cases. I measure changes in these filings

across both extensive and intensive margin outcomes.

On the extensive margin, I calculate the total number of cases filed within the courts as well

as the prevalence of a subset of cases that include charges for which body-worn cameras are par-

ticularly salient. This subset of “civilization effect charges” includes the charges that I expect to

be most responsive to civilization effects. These charges all originate or escalate in the presence

of a police officer and include disorderly conduct, eluding police, resisting arrest, and assault or
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other offenses specifically directed toward law enforcement.33 Civilization effects should reduce

the total number of cases entering the courts by either of these measures, although the total case

count will only show reductions if civilization effects are widespread.

I measure intensive margin changes using two share variables: the share of cases consisting of

multiple charges and the share of misdemeanor cases. When measuring the share of misdemeanor

cases I specifically look at the share of misdemeanors relative to the total number of felony and

misdemeanor cases. Here civilization effects should reduce the share of multi-charge cases and

shift felonies toward misdemeanors on average.34

Because court actors typically only influence district court charges after they are filed, changes

in these outcomes reflect changes in the policing stage of the criminal justice system. In contrast,

since circuit court filings typically follow district court proceedings, changes in this set of filings

will reflect all three channels of body-worn camera influence. Although the interpretations of

analyses of these two panels will differ, I create a parallel panel for circuit court case filings to

test for changes in the quantity and composition of circuit court cases. At the circuit court level,

I include variables for the quantity of cases filed, the quantity of civilization effect cases, and the

share of multi-charge cases. I omit the misdemeanor share variable because criminal circuit court

filings are institutionally set up to be dominated by felony cases.

I restrict the sample frame for main analyses to only those cases filed by Q1, 2019 to mirror

33I identify these charges using both the code section and charge fields within my data. These two pieces of in-
formation typically complement one another: the code section describes which specific provision of the Virginia legal
code the defendant is accused of violating, while the charge field provides a textual, and sometimes finer, description
of the offense. For example, assault and battery is listed under 18.2-57 in the Virginia code, but the corresponding
charge field might contain something like “A/B - LEO”, which designates that the defendant is specifically charged
with assault and battery against a law enforcement officer. It is possible that there are times when an offense is directed
at a law enforcement officer but this element of the charge is not indicated in either the code section or charge fields.
If such misclassifications represent classical measurement error, my estimates will be less precise than they would be
with perfect charge classifications but the measurement error does not introduce bias.

34These predictions rely on distributional assumptions about the effects of body worn cameras across case severities
and as such observed intensive margin results should be interpreted in the context of observed extensive margin results.
For example, if body-worn cameras “civilize” all cases, then intensive margin outcomes will show fewer multi-charge
cases and a higher share of misdemeanors relative to felonies. If, however, body-worn cameras simply truncate the
distribution by removing less severe cases from the courts then we could find the opposite effects. My prediction
assumes that more severe case types, such as felonies, are civilized. This is consistent with existing literature that
shows body-worn cameras affect police behavior in severe situations (such as use of force).
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the time frame of the court process and resolutions samples.35 Law enforcement began using

body-worn cameras recently36 so in order to preserve one year of post-adoption data for included

localities I drop mid-late 2018 adopters from all samples. At the other end, the earliest adopters

began using body-worn cameras in 2007. My district court data begins in 2009, so I omit localities

that adopted before 2011 from all district court analyses to allow for two years of pre-adoption

data for all adopters. Such early adoptions are rare, comprising less than 4 percent of the localities

that adopted body-worn cameras by 2019.

1.4.3.2 Court Process and Resolution Samples

After cases enter the courts, I am interested in how evidentiary and time use effects may affect

cases. To test for these court-based effects, I construct quarterly district and circuit court case

process and resolution panels. I partition the district court sample by case type, creating separate

panels for misdemeanor and felony cases to account for differences in the potential outcomes and

case processes across these case types. The circuit court panel only includes cases with at least

one felony charge.37 For all three samples I drop charges such as probation violations and bond

violations that arise as a result of previous engagement with the criminal justice system. I also

restrict my sample to cases for which all charges were filed by March 12, 2019 to allow at least

one year for cases to resolve before the onset of the coronavirus pandemic.38 Within these samples

I construct a series of outcome variables that measure meaningful changes in case resolutions and

the process by which these resolutions come to pass.

The resolution outcomes of interest include the share of cases for which the defendant is de-
35The outcome variables of interest in the court process and resolutions sample will not be realized or observable

immediately upon filing, and so I shorten the sample to allow adequate time to observe case resolutions. I discuss my
selection of the March, 2019 end date in the next section and show robustness to this choice in Appendix A.3.

3615 percent of adoptions before 2019 took place in 2018.
37Stand-alone circuit court misdemeanors consist of appeals from the district court and are excluded from this

sample. I omit infraction cases from circuit and district samples since infractions rarely entail litigation, will not
qualify for an indigent defender, and often are resolved by pre-paying a set fine without ever interacting with the court
or court actors.

38The Governor of Virginia declared a state of emergency on March 12, 2020. Courts and attorneys suspended
and/or substantially modified their operations due to Covid, so cases after this time did not have a “normal” year to be
resolved.
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clared guilty and the share that are sentenced to incarceration. The alternative to a guilty case

under this definition is that a defendant is acquitted of all charges that are not already dropped

by the prosecutor’s office or dismissed by a judge. Charges can be dropped through plea negotia-

tions, a lack of evidence, or demonstrated error. I use the share of cases for which any charges are

dropped as the first case processes outcome.

For district court misdemeanors and circuit court felonies, cases conclude when all charges

reach one of these final resolutions.39 However, while felonies can be resolved in the district court,

more commonly they go through a certification process to advance to the circuit court for further

litigation. I use the share of cases that are certified to the circuit court as my second court process

outcome. Finally, ongoing criminal litigation is disruptive for defendants, and so I use the amount

of time a case is active within the courts as my third process outcome of interest. Specifically, for

circuit court cases I use the share of cases that received a disposition within 1 year of filing. This

precise disposition date variable is not available at the district court level so I substitute the most

recent hearing date for district court cases instead.40

In addition to measuring changes in case duration, this disposition timing variable fulfills a

second key role in the circuit court analyses. I selected the sample window to allow cases a full

year to resolve, but some will take longer. Circuit court cases encompass more severe charges and

often more intense litigation, so longer and more complex circuit court cases would systematically

drop from the sample in later periods without correction. To mitigate the effects of this attrition,

I condition circuit court outcome variables on having been observed within 1 year of the filing

date.41 The case length variable will alert me to compositional changes in my sample stemming

from this timing criteria.

The predicted effect of body-worn cameras on each of these outcomes is conceptually am-

39A small number are transferred to alternate jurisdictions, but these are exceptions. Cases can also be appealed
after reaching a (guilty) resolution.

40This will cause an overestimate of the time to case resolution, particularly for cases for which a defendant was
sentenced to probation, but should serve as an effective proxy.

41For example, rather than examining the share of guilty cases, I use the share of cases for with a guilty outcome
for at least one charge that is observed within 1 year of filing. In base year 2006, 83 percent of circuit court cases in
my sample were resolved within 1 year of filing. District court cases tend to be simpler and faster-moving than circuit
court cases and do not suffer the same issue. I discuss this in more depth in Appendix A.3.
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biguous: attorney time use effects are expected to worsen outcomes for defendants by forcing a

reallocation of attorney time from higher marginal value activities to lower (on average), which

would correspond to an increase in both guilty and incarceration shares. However, it is unclear

who benefits from evidentiary effects on average. If body-worn camera footage typically supports

defendant narratives, then the evidentiary channel may partially or fully offset the time use effects.

This tension across effects is also present in the dropped charges outcome; prosecutors may be

eager to speed cases along in plea negotiations by offering to drop charges, or may find their nego-

tiation position strengthened by the new video evidence and do so less often. According to attorney

advocates, dominant time use effects should lengthen the amount of time between case filings and

resolutions.

1.5 Methods

1.5.1 Two-way Fixed Effects

I test for the effects of body-worn cameras on policing and the courts using a difference-in-

differences strategy based on the rollout of body-worn cameras across law enforcement agencies

in Virginia. In my first specification, I use OLS with two-way fixed effects (TWFE) to estimate the

ATT of body-worn cameras under the following model:

Ylt = a + tDlt +dXlt + gt +ll + elt

Here, Dlt = 1[t � Tl] is an indicator that takes the value of one for adopting localities during or

after the quarter of adoption. The vectors gt and ll account for quarter and locality-specific fixed

effects, while Xlt contains covariates that vary across locality (l) and quarter (t). The key parameter

of interest is t , the effect of body-worn camera adoption on the outcome of interest.
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1.5.2 BJS Imputation Estimator

With staggered treatment timing, this TWFE estimator implicitly requires the assumption that

t is time and treatment cohort invariant. However, oftentimes treatment effects will exhibit het-

erogeneity in these dimensions, introducing bias in the estimates. Goodman-Bacon (2021) and

Sun and Abraham (2021) show how estimates of t or even more flexible estimates of tlt cal-

culated with conventional event studies are not always reliable and reflect weighted averages of

many comparisons across groups. These weighted comparisons may not reflect the intentions of

the researcher.42 Multiple new and modified estimators emerged in recent years to address these

shortcomings (Borusyak, Jaravel, and Spiess, 2021; Callaway and Sant’Anna, 2020; Sant’Anna

and Zhao, 2020; Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille 2020 ; Wooldridge, 2021).

In my context, law enforcement adopt body-worn cameras at different points in time, and het-

erogeneity in effects is theoretically plausible due to changes in salience at the policing stage and

attorney adaptation within the courts. In light of this, I also implement the modified event study

framework developed by Borusyak, Jaravel, and Spiess (2021). This imputation estimator (BJS)

uses untreated observations to estimate locality and quarter fixed effects, which are then used to

impute counterfactual untreated outcomes for treated observations. The difference between the

observed outcomes and their imputed counterfactuals gives a locality and quarter specific treat-

ment effect which can then be aggregated into the desired estimand. That is, using only control

observations, I estimate

Y (0)lt = ll +X 0
ltd + elt

I then use the estimates of l̂l and d̂ to calculate t̂lt = Ylt � ˆY (0)lt for each locality in each quar-

ter.43,44 I aggregate these in two ways: one showing an overall ATT across all treated locality-

42For example, the aggregated treatment effect does not exclude the “forbidden comparison” of newly treated
to previously-treated groups, and treatment effects for units treated in the middle of the sample will receive greater
weights than earlier or later treated units. With heterogeneous treatment effects over time, including forbidden com-
parisons can even cause estimates to be mis-signed.

43X 0
ltd nests the time fixed effects but also includes time-varying controls, such as defendant race and sex shares

and the prevalence of different case types. A similar generalization can be made for the locality fixed effects term to
nest both these fixed effects and unit -specific trends in A0

ltll however I use only the fixed effects in my specification.
44Wooldridge (2021) describes the BJS estimator with unit-specific and time dummies as identical to his extended

TWFE estimator.
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quarters, which will be interpreted like the ATT from a constant effect TWFE model, and one

showing estimated average treatment effects for each of the four quarters following implementa-

tion. In doing so, I can discuss short term treatment dynamics.

1.5.3 Identifying Assumption

The key underlying assumption for the difference-in-differences strategy employed by both of

the above methods is that of parallel trends.45 I provide empirical support for this assumption using

the test proposed by BJS (2020), wherein I estimate an expanded version of the previous model

using OLS on only untreated observations.

Y (0)lt = ll +X 0
ltd +W 0

ltg + ẽlt

In contrast to the model used to estimate body-worn camera treatment effects, this includes a vector

Wlt of indicator variables for quarters leading up to adoption. I then conduct a joint significance

test of the coefficients on these leads.46 Using this procedure, I show results in Appendix Table

A.1 for all of the main case filing, process, and resolution models using indicators for the (a)

four and (b) eight periods prior to body-worn camera adoption. Across the 22 pre-trends tests for

my primary results, none show statistically significant evidence of pre-trend violations at the ten

percent significance level when using a four-period lead. When using the eight-period lead, I found

two such violations. There does not appear to be evidence of systematic violations of the parallel

trends assumption.

One possibility that this test cannot fully account for is that the mechanism for treatment as-

signment introduces an undetected violation of the parallel trends assumption. Body-worn camera

adoption is not random by design or in practice; police departments must choose to implement a

45A distinct but related assumption is that of no anticipatory effects, however the same methods used to test for
parallel trends can reveal violations of the no anticipatory effects assumption.

46This method differs from other commonly used pre-treatment trend tests primarily in that it uses only untreated
observations. This restriction on usable observations comes from the same concerns about treatment effect heterogene-
ity established in the new DiD literature. This test also sidesteps the issues raised in Roth (2021) regarding survivor
bias for estimates that pass common pre-trends tests. See Wooldridge (2021) for equivalence between this method and
a common pre-trends test in a fully saturated model.
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body-worn camera program. The resulting set of treated courts, shown in Table 1.2, are more likely

to be in populous areas with more cases, a higher share of Black defendants, and are more likely

to be served by a public defender’s office. This nonrandom assignment alone does not necessarily

violate the parallel trends assumption, but Kahn-Lang and Lang (2018) argue that it does require

further justification that the assumption is valid.47

To this point, I argue that body-worn camera adoption decisions are plausibly exogeneous to

court processes and resolutions. The LEMAS-BWCS survey shows that law enforcement adopted

the technology in pursuit of improvements to police interactions rather than desired changes in

the courts. Fifty of the 53 adopting agencies surveyed in Virginia cited non-court motivations as

the primary reasons for using the cameras. Within my samples, the baseline differences between

treated and untreated courts shown in Table 1.2 are largely related to community characteristics

rather than court processes or resolutions. The shares of cases with a guilty disposition, dropped,

or amended charges are all similar between treated and untreated courts.

Body-worn camera adoption may not be exogeneous to the police behaviors I study with the

case filing panel. As a result, I provide supplementary analyses that directly mitigate the selection

concern by using only not-yet treated localities as controls. To do so, I end the sample period at

the fourth quarter of 2017 and use the 2018 adopters as “never treated” controls.48 By using only

adopters I weaken the criteria for exogeneity of treatment: now adoption itself can be endogeneous

but the timing of adoption for this group should not be. Deshpandi and Li (2019) use this strategy

in their study of the effects of social security office closings on disability program participation, as

does Kim (2020) in his national study of the effects of body-worn cameras on policing. Intuitively,

the earliest adopters could break this assumption. For example, they may be more innovative or

motivated than the typical department. To mitigate this concern, I use only courts treated during

the surge in adoptions from 2014-2017 for this supplementary analysis. For this group, factors

such as administrative hurdles, as Kim (2020) demonstrated and exploited, can stagger the timing

47Commonly this justification invokes plausible exogeneity in treatment assignment or timing (Rambachan and
Roth, 2020).

48This step enables me to calculate treatment effects for the 2017 adopters with BJS.
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of body-worn camera adoption amongst an otherwise similarly selected group.

1.6 Baseline Results

1.6.1 District Court

1.6.1.1 Case Filing Effects

I test for effects of body-worn cameras on policing by evaluating changes in the set of cases that

enter district courts. I begin by looking narrowly at the subset of cases most likely to show body-

worn camera effects, and then broaden the scope of the analyses to evaluate changes in the average

filing. I test for changes in the prevalence of “civilization effect cases” using a log-transformed

count variable, Yit = ln(civ case countsit +1).49 Civilization effect cases are relatively uncommon:

there are 33.1 such filings per court-quarter in the sample. In some court-quarters there are no such

cases, so to include these zero-counts I add one to all counts before applying the transformation.50

I apply a similar transformation to the second outcome of interest, the overall number of cases

filed in each quarter after adoption. However I do not observe zero-counts in this outcome and

thus do not shift the variable to accommodate the log transformation. I define this overall case

count variable as Yit = ln(case countsit). I then transition to testing for evidence of changes in the

average characteristics of the cases that enter the courts by evaluating changes in the share of cases

with multiple charges and the share of misdemeanors.

I provide estimates of the overall ATT for each outcome in Table 1.3a using the traditional

TWFE estimator, the new BJS imputation estimator, and the BJS estimator on the restricted sample

of only 2014-2017 adopters. Results are stable across all three estimation samples and methods,

showing similar point estimates and significance levels.

49This definition allows me to interpret estimates in approximate percent change terms.
50At times, particularly when there are many zeros, results can be sensitive to the selection of the added constant

when shifting the outcome variable before applying a natural log transformation. I conduct sensitivity tests by varying
the constant and using an alternative inverse hyperbolic sine transformation to verify that this selection does not drive
my results. The results are similar across sensitivity tests: for example, using 0.1 as the added constant yields a point
estimate of -0.110, statistically significant at the 5% level using the BJS method while the inverse hyperbolic sine
transformation yields an estimate of -0.109, statistically significant at the 1% level.
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Table 1.3a: BWC adoption effect estimates, district court case filings

VARIABLES TWFE BJS BJS
2014-2017 Adopters Mean Value

Ln(Cases) -0.006
(0.029)

0.015
(0.030)

0.007
(0.035) 3,578.8

Ln(Civilization
Cases + 1)

-0.106**
(0.035)

-0.115**
(0.037)

-0.081†
(0.049) 33.1

Share Multi-charge -0.004
(0.004)

-0.004
(0.005)

-0.001
(0.005) 0.188

Share Misdemeanor -0.003
(0.003)

-0.002
(0.003)

-0.003
(0.004) 0.924

Observations 4,141 4,141 2,340
Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses

** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.10
Note: Means of rows 1 and 2 reflect the average counts for the underlying variable across
the full sample, but the outcomes used to calculate estimates are ln(count) and ln(count + 1)
respectively.

The results in Table 1.3a provide evidence that body-worn cameras induce civilization effects

in the narrower set of “civilization effect cases”. All three specifications show economically and

statistically significant reductions in these cases, ranging from an 8.1 percent to an 11.5 percent

decline. The average of these estimates, 10.2 percent, would be equivalent to a reduction of 3.3

such cases per quarter from the mean across courts.

In Figure 1.4 I show this result decomposed into the BJS quarterly ATT estimates in event time.

The plot shows the estimated treatment effect in each of the first four quarters following body-worn

camera adoption as well as the estimates on the lead variables under the pre-trends test described in

section 5.3. In quarter 0, the quarter in which courts become treated, there is an immediate decline

in civilization effect cases compared to the pre-adoption periods. This decline reflects a level shift

in the outcome at the time of adoption that persists throughout the following year.51

However, while these results show that body-worn cameras affected police interactions, it does

not appear that the effects are widespread: the typical case filing did not change after police be-

gan using body-worn cameras. I do not find evidence that body-worn cameras reduced the overall

51This event study does not show heterogeneity in treatment effects over time, which could drive bias under a
traditional TWFE model. This, coupled with the relatively short window in which most adoptions took place, could
explain why the choice of BJS or TWFE appears to be inconsequential for my context.
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Table 1.3b: BJS estimates, case processes and resolutions

VARIABLES
Prosecutor
Dropped
Charge

Case Certified Guilty Sentenced
to Time

Disposition:
1 year°

Treatment Effect -0.004 0.007 .005 -.006 -0.010
District Court (Fel.) (0.014) (0.016) (0.15) (.014) (0.006)

Mean 0.401 0.593 0.296 0.246 0.964
Observations 4,047 4,047 4,047 4,047 4,047
Treatment Effect -0.002 – -0.001 -0.011 -0.001
District Court (Misd.) (0.005) (0.008) (0.007) (0.005)

Mean 0.116 0.739 0.199 0.956
Observations 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

°Time to disposition is approximated using time to latest hearing in district court.
Controls included in regressions include share female, black, and of case classes.

number of case filings, nor that case characteristics changed. These results are not only statistically

indistinguishable from zero, but are economically insignificant as well. The TWFE estimate for

the transformed overall case count variable amounts to a 0.6 percent reduction in case filings, and

the BJS estimate shows a statistically insignificant increase of only 1.5 percent. The intensive mar-

gin outcomes are precisely estimated null results which show minimal variability in the estimates

across specifications. The estimated reduction in the share of cases with multiple charges ranged

from 0.1 to 0.4 percentage points while the estimated reduction in the misdemeanor share ranged

from 0.2 to 0.3 percentage points.

In total, while body-worn cameras induce policing effects, the “politeness” that cameras may

engender does not measurably affect the typical case filing.

1.6.1.2 Case Processes and Resolutions

Although I found evidence of civilization effects at the policing stage, these changes were

restricted to a small subset of charges representing only about 0.1 percent of case filings in the

sample. Outside of this subset, the case filings did not systematically change and so results at
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Figure 1.4: District court civilization effect charge quarterly estimates, BJS estimator

the court-based outcomes stage are unlikely to reflect selection arising from policing effects.52

Because of this, effects of body-worn cameras on court-based outcomes reflect only the evidentiary

and attorney time use channels.

I show three case process results of interest (the share of cases in which a prosecutor drops a

charge, the share of felony cases that are certified to the circuit court from the district court, and the

share of cases disposed within 1 year) as well as two case resolution outcomes of interest (whether

the defendant is found guilty and whether they are sentenced to time) in Table 1.3b.53 Given the

parity across BJS and TWFE estimates, I present only the BJS estimates in this and subsequent

52If the cases entering the courts appreciably change after body-worn camera adoption due to policing changes,
then estimates of body-worn camera effects on case outcomes may reflect not only the court-based evidentiary and
time use effects but also these policing-based case changes. For example, if police make fewer marginal arrests after
body-worn camera adoption then we could erroneously attribute higher conviction rates to evidentiary or time use
channels when in reality the cases that entered the courts were stronger simply on the basis of police forgoing the
weaker arrests. However, in practice, the cases are not observably changing.

53I provide supplementary results for an extended set of outcomes in Appendix A.2.
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tables, but include TWFE results in Appendix A.3.

Across both the felony and misdemeanor samples and five outcomes, I do not find any statisti-

cally significant effects of body-worn cameras on case processes and resolutions. The magnitudes

of the point estimates on treatment effects are also small. In felony cases, I estimate that pros-

ecutors dropped charges in 0.4 percentage points fewer cases, while this share declined by 0.2

percentage points for misdemeanors. Felonies advanced to the circuit court at practically the same

rate after body-worn cameras as before; this share increased by only 0.7 percentage points, again

not statistically distinguishable from zero. And, cases were no less likely to move through the

courts within one year after body worn cameras were introduced: the shares of cases resolving in

a year were estimated to decline by 1 percent and 0.1 percent for felony and misdemeanor cases,

respectively. The resolutions of these cases were also unchanged: I estimate that body-worn cam-

eras reduced the share of district court misdemeanor cases that concluded with a guilty disposition

by 0.1 percentage points and increased the share of guilty felony cases by 0.5 percentage points,

statistically no distinguishable from zero. For felony cases, the point estimates of the share that

resulted in incarceration was estimated to decline by 0.6 percentage points while this share reduced

by 1.1 percentage points at the misdemeanor level.

1.6.2 Circuit Court

By the time a case advances to the circuit courts both police and court actors will have inter-

acted with the case. Although the circuit court has jurisdiction over felonies, preliminary hearings

for these cases take place at the district court level and so evidence, negotiations, and pleas rou-

tinely result in charges being dropped, dismissed, or otherwise disposed before reaching the circuit

courts. Because of this, circuit court filings are a selected set of cases that persisted past district

court-level off-ramps and changes to these filings can reflect a combination of all three prospective

channels for body-worn camera effects. Yet while the mechanisms for any changes are difficult

to disentangle at this level, the aggregate changes themselves are valuable to characterize. Felony

convictions carry sentences of at least a year of imprisonment, and the average sentence length
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in my sample was six years.54 Felony convictions can restrict labor market opportunities post-

release, and until recently caused permanent disenfranchisement of convicted offenders in Virginia

(Brennan Center, 2018).

I use a similar set of case filing outcomes at the circuit court level as at the district, including

measures for the overall number of new cases, number of new civilization effect cases, and the

share of cases that include multiple charges.55

Estimates of the effect of body-worn cameras on these filings are more volatile than the district

court estimates and also more sensitive to the selection of the control group. Under my primary BJS

specification I find some evidence for short-term reductions in both civilization effect cases and the

overall number of cases entering the circuit courts after police begin using body-worn cameras. In

the adopters-only sample, however, which covers a slightly truncated time period compared to the

full sample, the point estimate for the reduction in civilization effect cases diminishes from -9.6

percent to a statistically insignificant -3.9 percent.56 Similarly, the estimated 6.5 percent reduction

in circuit court cases — a sizeable reduction amounting to 9.4 fewer cases per quarter compared

to the mean— appears to be driven by a small number of late-adopting localities and disappears

when restricting analyses to the adopters samples. Given the district court results, the precise

mechanisms for these potential reductions are not entirely clear: across specifications I did not

find evidence of civilization, time use, or evidentiary effects at the district court level that would

cause cases to differentially attrit from the courts before reaching the circuit court sample.

Despite the incongruity in case filing results across specifications at the circuit court level, the

case process and resolutions results are stable and confirm the district court narrative of no effects.

54See Appendix A.2 for a more thorough discussion of this measure of sentence length.
55As before, I use a natural log transformation for case counts. Because there are fewer cases in circuit courts, I

define both overall cases and civilization case outcomes as Yit = ln(countit + 1). The estimates for the overall case
count outcome variable are not sensitive to my choice of shift constant or to selection of transformation: the point
estimates differ from my primary specification by only 0.001 and 0.0002 when using a shift constant of 0.1 and the
inverse hyperbolic sine transformation, respectively. For civilization effect charges, which present with more court-
quarters with no qualifying cases, this choice becomes more influential but the overall result is still the same; I find a
statistically significant reduction of -0.091 (significant at a = 0.05) under my primary specification, -0.114 (a = 0.10)
with the alternative shift constant, or -0.101 (a = 0.05) with the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation.

56If I include all adopters, not just the 2014-2017 cohorts, the effect disappears entirely, with a point estimate of
0.2 percent.
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Table 1.4: BJS estimates, circuit court outcomes
Case filings

Ln(Cases + 1) Ln( Civilization
Cases + 1)

Share
Multicharge

Cases
Treatment Effect -0.065† -0.091* -0.007

(0.033) (0.037) 0.009

Mean 145.3 6.9 0.486
Observations 5,472 5,472 5,463

Case processes and resolutions
Prosecutor
Dropped
Charge

Case
Certified Guilty Sentenced

to Time
Disposition:

1 year°

Treatment Effect -0.030* – -0.006 -0.018 -0.006
(0.012) (0.011) (0.014) (0.011)

Mean 0.258 0.720 0.708 0.825
Observations 5,439 5,439 5,439 5,439

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

°Time to disposition is approximated using time to latest hearing in district court.
Means of count variables reflect the average counts of the underlying variable, while
outcome variable used in regression is ln(count + 1). Controls included in case
process/resolutions regressions include share female, black, and of case classes.

As in the district court analyses, I use the share of cases in which a prosecutor drops a charge and

the share of cases disposed within one year as measures of court processes and the share of cases

with a guilty disposition and positive sentence time as measures of case outcomes.

Table 1.4 shows that cases do not show evidence of slowing down to an economically or statis-

tically significant degree; the share of cases which resolved fully within one year declined by only

0.6 percentage points after body-worn camera adoption, which is not statistically distinguished

from zero. Because at the circuit court level I add a one-year timing condition to my case process

and resolution outcomes, this result also affirms that the timing condition does not cause influential

compositional changes in the sample after body-worn camera adoption.

I do find a statistically and economically significant reduction in the the other case process

outcome, the share of cases in which the prosecutor dropped a charge. However, I am cautious in
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interpreting this result too strongly; this is the only statistically significant effect from 13 regres-

sions across two court levels intended to capture changes in court processes and resolutions and

does not correspond to changes in related outcomes. For example, the estimated three percentage

point reduction in cases with dropped charges does not coincide with any increase in guilty dispo-

sitions or the share of defendants sentenced to time. On the contrary, these point estimates were

both negative. This could be explained if prosecutors dropped individual charges less frequently

after body-worn camera adoption but did so in cases with alternative charges for which defendants

were still found guilty, maintaining stable case-level conviction rates. Taken in total, the results do

not provide convincing evidence that body-worn cameras altered case processes or dispositions.

1.7 Key Heterogeneity Analyses

The preceding null results in a variety of case outcomes calculated across multiple case types

and courts are both robust and surprising: practitioners report and data support the narrative that

inputs to the criminal justice system changed when police began using body-worn cameras. An

influx of camera footage added data to the courts and an additional job responsibility for attorneys.

Virginia created a committee to document these court changes, and even introduced legislation

limiting the number of cameras per prosecutor. And yet, I find no aggregate effects of body-worn

cameras on the courts. This disconnect raises additional questions about how these null results

came to be.

It could be that body-worn cameras are simply a smaller shock to the system than practitioners

and advocates perceive them to be: case processes and resolutions could be sticky and unresponsive

to changes in attorney time use or the noise reduction produced by body-worn cameras. Relatedly,

body-worn cameras could be strongly influential only in a small subset of cases that do not change

aggregate processes and resolutions. An alternative explanation for the null result is that various

channels of body-worn camera effects could offset one another.

In this section I delve deeper into two subsets of the data to further shed light on these null

results. First, I use variations in the likelihood an offense is captured on body-worn camera video
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to test the offsetting effects hypothesis. Then, I test for heterogeneity in effects based on a key

defendant demographic characteristic: race. Body-worn camera adoption in the U.S. is tightly

linked to broader concerns with racial disparities in policing and the criminal justice system. I test

whether the subset of Black defendants experienced differential changes to case filings, processes,

or resolutions due to body-worn camera adoption.

1.7.1 Revisiting Evidentiary and Time Use Channels

In the primary results, case filing outcomes suggest that body-worn camera civilization effects

do not induce widespread changes in caseloads or characteristics. The subsequent case process and

resolution outcomes also show no effect, this time from the combined influence of evidentiary and

attorney time use channels. One driver of the null result could be that these two channels offset one

another: evidentiary benefits cancel attorney time costs in the aggregate. I test this counteracting

effects hypothesis using variation in the likelihood that footage is available for a case. While I

cannot observe whether body-worn camera footage was available for or used in a specific case,

I can identify a subset of charges more likely to take place in front of an officer. These cases

should be more likely to have body-worn camera video, and thus experience both evidentiary and

time use effects. However, this does not mean that these are the only cases affected by body-worn

cameras. Attorneys often work multiple cases at a time. If attorneys substitute their hours across

cases to the case activities with the highest marginal benefit57 then at times they will substitute

their work hours from cases without body-worn camera footage toward a case with footage. If this

happens systematically, then after law enforcement begin using body-worn cameras the outcome

paths of cases with and without body-worn camera footage should diverge. This divergence would

be dominated by the evidentiary effect.

I classify a subset of charges as “more likely treated” (MLT) if they are likely to take place

57It’s important to keep in mind the attorney will be optimizing her time use in a way that incorporates both her
defendant’s well-being and her own professional and personal well-being. Some activities which yield lower returns
to defendant outcomes may nonetheless have higher returns in this framework. For example, even if the defender is
convinced that, no matter what they do, a defendant will be convicted and sentenced harshly she must nonetheless
complete certain tasks in order adhere to professional standards.
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in view of an officer. Such charges include the civilization effect charges from before, but also

DUI/DWI, concealed weapons, and possession of weapons or drugs. I include DUI/DWI based

off of the input of numerous law enforcement officers throughout Virginia who independently

volunteered this as an example of a charge that is likely to be affected by body-worn camera

footage. An individual receives a concealed weapon or possession charge because an item was

observed in the presence of an officer, and thus if the officer is wearing a camera it is likely

there will be footage associated with the charge. Such charges differ from the subset I called

“civilization effect charges” because the alleged offense can also be initiated prior to interaction

with an officer.58 Under this partitioning, localities have an average of 40.6 MLT and 50.8 non-

MLT cases per quarter in the circuit court; 49.9 MLT and 64.4 non-MLT felony cases in the district

court; and 157.6 MLT and 824.2 non-MLT misdemeanor cases in the district courts.

I calculate for each locality-quarter Y D, the differences in the shares of each outcome across

MLT and non-MLT cases. For example, if in court A in quarter 1 MLT cases received guilty

dispositions 50 percent of the time and non-MLT received guilty dispositions 45 percent of the

time, the differenced guilty outcome would be equal to 5 percentage points, expressed 0.05. I then

estimate the model

Y Dlt = a + tDlt +dXltg + gt +ll + elt

When including control variables for the share of Black and female defendants, case types,

and multi-charge cases, I include separate share variables for the MLT and non-MLT cases. The

interpretation of the treatment effect estimates under the differenced-outcome are intuitive in that

a statistically and economically significant point estimate would indicate a divergence in the out-

comes across case types that is attributable to body-worn camera implementation.59 Using the

58For example, one can refrain from pushing a police officer, forgoing a civilization effect offense. However, one
cannot choose to not be in possession of an illicit substance after an interaction with an officer has begun.

59The underlying model when using this outcome is similar to implementing a fully interacted model in a typi-
cal difference-in-differences framework i.e. including an interaction term of MLT ⇤ variable for all right hand side
variables for a regression on the earlier used, non-differenced outcome variables, Yltg = a + tDlt +d1Xltg +d2MLT ⇤
Xltg + ggt +lgl +eglt However, in using differenced outcomes I place different restrictions on the relationship between
the outcome of interest and covariates across MLT and non-MLT groups. Intuitively, because a fully partitioned speci-
fication is equivalent to differencing the treatment effects from separate regressions for each group, covariates are only
used within-group for estimation. In contrast, in the differenced model, the full set of information is used simultane-
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differenced outcomes, I apply the same imputation estimator and model from the main results

to these new panels and show results in Table 1.5. While some differenced outcomes are noisy,

leading to large error bands around point estimates, overall I do not find compelling evidence that

case processes or resolutions for cases that were more likely to have body-worn camera footage

diverged from those less likely to have footage. It is unlikely that the counteracting effects hypoth-

esis holds in the aggregate; body-worn camera footage appears to have minimal effects on the case

processes and resolutions as a whole.

1.7.2 BWCs and Race

Body-worn cameras in the U.S. are tightly linked to a broader national discussion around race

and the criminal justice system. Public advocacy for body-worn cameras grew against the back-

drop of a police shooting in Ferguson, Missouri that ignited large-scale protests centered on racial

disparities in policing (BBC News, 2014). Black adults in the U.S. persistently express less confi-

dence in the police than do white adults, and polls show that this gap grew throughout the 2010s

(AP-NORC, 2015; Jones, 2020).

The U.S. Department of Justice investigated and released a report on Ferguson police practices

in 2015, finding that “African Americans experience disparate impact in nearly every aspect of

Ferguson’s law enforcement system”, and evidence of “intentional discrimination” (Department

of Justice Civil Rights Division, 2015). Outside of Ferguson, numerous studies document racial

discrepancies and discrimination in the criminal justice system, including in policing (Antonovics

and Knight, 2009; Fryer, 2019; Horrace and Rohlin, 2016; Luh, 2020), pretrial release (Arnold

et al., 2018), convictions and jury deliberations (Abrams et al., 2012; Anwar et al., 2012; Bjerk

and Helland, 2020; Flanagan, 2018), and sentencing (Alesina and Ferrara, 2014). Additional

research shows that some policies intended to ameliorate these disparities and their effects can

unintentionally exacerbate them (Doleac and Hansen, 2020).

ously. Results are similar across specifications when using fully interacted and differenced outcomes: I show fully
interacted TWFE results in Appendix A.3. Also in Appendix A.3, I show the robustness of my results to the exclusion
of small localities, since the differenced outcome cannot be calculated if either no MLT or MLT cases are observed in
a given court-quarter.
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Table 1.5: BJS estimates, case processes and resolutions; MLT

VARIABLES
Prosecutor
Dropped
Charge

Case
Certified Guilty Sentenced

to Time
Disposition:

1 year°

Treatment Effect 0.006 – 0.013 0.014 0.011
Circuit Court (0.011) (0.013) (0.013) (0.010)

Mean 0.012 -0.034 -0.031 -0.079
Observations 5,330 5,330 5,330 5,330
Pre-test p-value 0.019 0.334 0.300 0.842
Treatment Effect -0.001 -0.001 0.002 -0.004 0.002
District Court (Fel.) (0.014) (0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.006)

Mean 0.111 0.126 0.054 0.024 -0.009
Observations 3,976 3,976 3,976 3,976 3,976
Pre-test p-value 0.957 0.752 0.903 0.800 0.764
Treatment Effect 0.006 – 0.007 0.011 -0.004
District Court (Misd.) (0.007) (0.012) (0.012) (0.009)

Mean 0.214 -0.008 0.398 -0.074
Observations 4,098 4,098 4,098 4,098
Pre-test p-value 0.435 0.556 0.379 0.704

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

°Time to disposition is approximated using time to latest hearing in district court.
Controls included in regressions include share female, black, and of case classes.
Outcome variables are expressed here in differences, and so a point estimate of
0.01 would be interpreted as a 1 percentage point increase in the outcome gap
between MLT and non-MLT cases. Pre-trend p-values are for tests of the 8
quarters prior to BWC adoption.

Because body-worn cameras are intended by many to especially improve police interactions for

Black members of the public, I test for differential effects of body-worn cameras on Black defen-

dants. At the policing stage, civilization effects may be more pronounced for Black defendants. At

the courts stage, if court actors are biased against Black defendants, body-worn camera evidence

may differentially reinforce the testimonies of Black defendants.

I employ the same techniques used in the previous section of this paper to test for differential

effects, but apply them to a modified panel where cases are aggregated to the quarterly court level
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within two racial groups: Black and non-Black defendants.60 That is, for court A in quarter 1

if Black defendants received guilty dispositions 50 percent of the time and non-Black defendants

received guilty dispositions 45 percent of the time, the guilty outcome would equal 5 percentage

points. I also introduce a new outcome variable representing the share of case filings with Black

defendants to the case filing analysis.

First, I note that the unconditional mean differences across the two racial groups are small

within this sample. For most outcomes, the difference between average Black and non-Black

defendant outcomes across courts are less than one percent. One notable exception to this rule is

the difference in the share of defendants sentenced to serve time for misdemeanors at the district

court level, where across the sample courts Black defendants are sentenced to time 3.5 percentage

points less often than non-Black defendants. This difference diminished after police began using

body-worn cameras: Table 1.6 shows that the difference in the share of cases concluding with a

positive sentence time declined by 1.2 percentage points after body-worn camera implementation.

Apart from this decline, outcomes between Black and non-Black defendants were overall stable

after law enforcement began using body-worn cameras. The share of cases filed that listed a Black

defendant did not significantly change, and the processes and resolutions of these cases did not

diverge for Black defendants compared to non-Black defendants.

1.8 Conclusion

Body-worn cameras have become a key tool in a public push for transparency and accountabil-

ity for police officers. However, while law enforcement agencies equipped their officers with this

recording technology, attorneys and other court actors grew concerned about unintended conse-

quences of the data influx from body-worn cameras. The results of this study may ameliorate these

concerns. Using a rich data set containing detailed charge-level information for criminal charges

filed in Virginia courts between 2006 and 2020 and accounting for the selection of police into

60A challenge for this analysis with my data structure stems from the racial homogeneity within many rural locali-
ties. For example, at the circuit court level, Black defendants make up 45% of cases while white defendants comprise
53%. However, less populous localities routinely show in excess of 90% non-Black defendants (sometimes over 99%)
making within locality decompositions difficult.
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Table 1.6: BJS estimates, racial heterogeneity

VARIABLES
Share of
Filings
(Black)

Prosecutor
Dropped
Charge

Case
Certified Guilty Sentenced

to Time
Disposition:

1 year°

Treatment Effect 0.005 0.005 – -0.014 -0.011 0.005
Circuit Court (0.007) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011)

Mean 0.365 0.011 0.006 0.006 0.018
Observations 5,463 5,072 5,072 5,072 5,072
Pre-trends p-value 0.333 0.143 0.277 0.170 0.397
Treatment Effect -0.000 0.023† 0.007 -0.010 -0.009 0.010
District Court (A) (0.003) (0.013) (0.017) (0.013) (0.011) (0.006)

Mean 0.257 -0.002 0.002 -0.006 -0.000 0.004
Observations 4,141 3,751 3,751 3,751 3,751 3,751
Pre-trends p-value 0.638 0.087 0.147 0.052 0.033 0.220
Treatment Effect – 0.004 – -0.003 -0.012† -0.003
District Court (B) (0.004) (0.008) (0.006) (0.003)

Mean 0.005 0.016 0.035 0.001
Observations 4,045 4,045 4,045 4,045
Pre-trends p-value 0.643 0.588 0.679 0.522

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

°Time to disposition is approximated using time to latest hearing in district court.
Controls included in regressions include share female, black, and of case classes. No controls
are used in the first column. Case filing panels were not separated based on case type, so
District (A) includes results for the share of black defendants for all district court filings. For
case processes and outcomes, District (A) shows results for the misdemeanor sample and
District (B) shows results for the felony sample. Pre-trends p-values are given for a joint
significance test using the 8 quarters prior to adoption.

body-worn camera programs, it appears that body-worn cameras have an overall limited civilizing

effect on police interactions as measured by district court filings. While a subset of charges that

are initiated in the presence of a police officer— such as assault on an officer or eluding police—

become less prevalent after police begin using body-worn cameras, cases overall do not change in

quantity or composition, measured by the share of district court cases including a misdemeanor

and the share of cases at both court levels which include multiple charges.

At the next stage in the criminal justice process, I find that body-worn camera adoption does not
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adversely affect criminal defendants. Defendants are found guilty and sentenced to incarceration

at similar rates after police start to use body-worn cameras. This finding cannot be attributed to

compositional changes in cases stemming from changing case characteristics, and is robust to the

inclusion of various charge characteristic controls. This result is surprising: body-worn cameras

generate hours of evidence and attorneys in Virginia report that they view this footage at substantial

time costs. However, neither the evidentiary value of the footage nor the reallocation of attorney

time within and across cases to enable attorneys to view the footage appear to affect criminal

cases on average. While concerns over racial disparities in policing have been an integral part of

the public discourse around body-worn camera adoption, I also do not find convincing evidence

of differential policing or court effects for Black defendants, although body-worn cameras might

reduce the share of Black defendants in misdemeanor cases who are sentenced to serve time in jail

relative to non-Black defendants.

Overall my results suggest that body-worn camera effects on policing and the courts are excep-

tions rather than the norm. Existing research shows that the benefits, such as reduced use of force,

in these exceptional cases can nonetheless exceed the costs of obtaining and maintaining cameras

(Williams Jr. et al., 2021). Combining this prior result with my own findings that body-worn cam-

eras do not substantially alter outcomes in the courts, it appears that expanded body-worn camera

adoption will produce net benefits to the criminal justice system with both the costs and benefits

accruing primarily to law enforcement and law enforcement interactions.

Although I use rich criminal case data, there are two considerations necessary to place this

paper in its proper context. Just as I find body-worn cameras affect only a small subset of po-

lice interactions, it is possible that body-worn cameras are deeply influential in a small subset of

criminal cases that I cannot pick up in my aggregated analyses. Additionally, even the richest

criminal case data provide merely a snapshot of the broader costs and benefits borne by actors

in the criminal justice system. In Chapter 2, I explore the attorney time use channel from an al-

ternative angle, that of attorney labor market responses. However, additional outcomes such as

public perceptions of fairness in the justice system would also provide valuable insight into the
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holistic effects of body-worn cameras on the criminal justice system. Such outcomes can be in-

fluential; the attorney concerns described in this paper eventually culminated in legislative efforts

to increase funding for Commonwealth’s Attorney offices in Virginia. Where implemented, this

will exacerbate funding differentials between indigent defenders and prosecutors in the years to

come. My counter-intuitive finding of null effects illustrates that engaging researchers and a broad

base of community stakeholders in criminal justice policy decisions may mitigate the unintended

consequences of seemingly simple policy changes.
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CHAPTER 2

INDIGENT DEFENSE LABOR MARKETS IN VIRGINIA: TRENDS AND BODY-WORN
CAMERA RESPONSES
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You have the right to an attorney. If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be provided for

you. -Miranda Warning

2.1 Introduction

Each year in the United States, state-funded attorneys represent millions of low-income clients

against criminal charges. The manner in which the state funds these attorneys varies; some work in

specialized, salaried, state-funded legal firms (public defender offices), while others are employed

as private attorneys compensated to represent indigent clients on a contract (contract counsel) or

case-by-case basis (assigned counsel). Although the mechanisms for indigent defense provision

and pay vary, a common complaint across systems is that of low wages for indigent defenders.

In Virginia, an entry-level public defender can expect to make 15-20 percent less than the tenth

percentile of attorneys nationally, and the highest ranking public defender in the state earns less

than the median attorney overall (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2021; Virginia OAG, 2017). Full-time

assigned counsel in Virginia fare even worse: to earn the entry level public defender’s salary on

assigned counsel cases only, an attorney would have to represent defendants in the district courts

against over 400 misdemeanor charges.

The result of a low-wage indigent defense system is a peculiar industry: qualifying defen-

dants are guaranteed legal representation, but wages are often low and inflexible. In Virginia,

attorney compensation caps have been unchanged for two decades. Nonetheless, nearly 2000 at-

torneys provided indigent defense services in Virginia in 2019. Given the magnitude and import of

the indigent defense systems across Virginia and the United States, this peculiarity drives critical

questions for policy-makers: Why do attorneys provide labor at these rates? How sensitive is the

indigent defense labor supply to changes in wages, workloads, or other job amenities?

Many report that the pro-social nature of the work drives a negative compensating differen-

tial. As Virginia Public Defender Adam Pouilliard articulated, “(indigent defense) draws people

who are passionate about the work, who believe in the work, into a place where you are choosing

between having substantially less, and maybe doing something that you believe in less” (Greene,
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2020). However, the non-pecuniary compensation of doing meaningful work likely only ade-

quately substitutes for financial compensation after surpassing some financial threshold or reser-

vation wage. Inadequate compensation is considered a major contributing factor for the public de-

fender offices’ difficulties retaining attorneys. In 2006, Virginia’s public defender offices recorded

a vacancy and turnover rate of 27 percent (VIDC, 2007).

While compensation rates are slow to change, the tasks required to represent a criminal de-

fendant in court have evolved over time. One substantial change to criminal litigation in recent

years is the proliferation of audio and video recording technologies that introduce new evidence

into criminal cases that would not have existed a decade prior. One major source of this change is

law enforcement adoption of body-worn cameras (BWCs) for officers. BWC footage has the po-

tential to provide evidence relevant to criminal court cases, but requires additional time to review.

Because BWCs can change the job amenities for indigent defenders, I use the expansion of this

technology across local law enforcement agencies in Virginia to extend the literature on intrinsic

and pro-social motivations in public service to the special case of indigent defenders. In doing so, I

add to existing work on indigent defender effort and performance by Agan, Freedman, and Owens

(2021) and Shem-Tov (2020).

The paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2 I describe the institutional structure of indigent

defense in Virginia. In Section 3, I detail attorney pay and certification data sets, which I then use

to describe the quantity, intensity, duration, and distribution of indigent defender labor supply

throughout Virginia. In Section 4, I describe how body-worn camera induced changes to job

characteristics for indigent defenders could conceptually affect indigent defender labor supply,

but in practice do not appear to. Section 5 concludes.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Virginia Courts

When police or prosecutors file criminal charges, the trajectory of the resulting case depends

on the severity of the charges. For adult defendants, criminal charges are primarily resolved in
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the state’s district and circuit courts – two levels of courts that overlap geographically but hold

jurisdiction over different case types. District courts adjudicate the less-severe misdemeanors,

charges that carry a maximum penalty of one year incarceration and a $2,500 fine if convicted.

District courts also often hold preliminary hearings for the more severe felonies, which can be

punished with up to lifetime incarceration and a $100,000 fine (Code of Virginia Title 18.2).1

Circuit courts, in contrast, resolve felony cases, hold trials, and hear appeals of misdemeanor cases

previously resolved by the local district court. There is approximately one court of each type in

each city and county across Virginia.

A third type of court operates in some, but not all localities. Juvenile cases, while statutorily

distinct, can be combined into the district court processes or resolved through parallel Juvenile and

Domestic Relations (JDR) courts.2

2.2.2 Indigent Defense

When facing a criminal charge, the United States guarantees defendants the right to defense

counsel. Because the typical defendant does not have the resources to hire an attorney of their

own at market rates,3 states establish processes to provide this legal counsel for poor defendants.

States compensate attorneys for indigent defendants using three primary mechanisms: contracts

with private firms (contract counsel), hiring private attorneys on a case-by-cases basis (assigned

counsel system), or by forming their own state-funded law firms specializing in indigent defense

(public defender systems).4 The Commonwealth of Virginia relies on the latter two options to

provide criminal defense to low-income defendants.

1Virginia abolished the death penalty in 2021; since 2000 this penalty was rarely prescribed or implemented
(Lavoie, 2021).

2Use of these two systems has been dynamic over time. In the data I describe in section 4, I record 53 district
courts using a combined model at some point between 2000 and 2020, and 83 courts using a separate JDR designation.
Thirteen of these courts used both at various times.

3For example, one study based in Miami-Dade and Philadelphia counties reported that defendants typically earned
less than $7,000 in the year prior to their arrest (Dobbie et al, 2018).

4Surprisingly, there is very limited literature within economics pertaining to these various provision mechanisms.
Notably, Shem-Tov (2020) found that public defender offices outperform assigned counsel in San Francisco, although
further study is needed to demonstrate the generalizability of these results nationally.
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Table 2.1: Virginia assigned counsel pay caps
Case Type Cap Max Hours
Juvenile and Domestic Relations $120 1.3
Misdemeanor (District) $120 1.3
Misdemeanor (Circuit) $158 1.8
Felony <20 Year Sentence $445 4.9
Felony 20+ Years $1,235 13.7
Author’s summary of the Supreme Court of Virginia’s
Chart of Allowances (2020). Max Hours is calculated
as the total paid hours of work under the state’s $90
hourly rate.

Across Virginia, 25 public defender offices provide services to nearly 100,000 indigent clients

per year (VIDC, 2017). The remainder of indigent clients, facing approximately 200,000 adult

charges annually, are represented on a case-by-case basis by assigned counsel (Office of the Exec-

utive Secretary, 2016).5 Assigned counsel are the primary legal defense for low-income defendants

in court jurisdictions without a public defender office, but also supplement public defender offices

by taking on cases public defenders cannot due to ethical conflicts or excessive caseloads.6 While

public defenders can expect to earn between $50,000 and $100,000 per year, commensurate with

experience, assigned counsel earn $90 per hour with total compensation per charge capped at lev-

els shown in Table 2.1.7 These pay rates and caps have been stable since the implementation of a

2000 law.8

Generally, attorney labor markets entail a high cost to entry, with labor suppliers undergoing

years of advanced education and comprehensive testing before entering the market. For an attorney

to specifically engage in indigent defense requires additional, but less extensive, training that can

be completed in a matter of weeks from the time the supplier decides to enter the market. Both

assigned counsel and public defenders are subject to additional Virginia Indigent Defense Commis-

5Differences in reporting of assigned counsel and public defender caseload statistics preclude a direct comparison
of these values. It is common for cases to carry multiple charges, and so the number of indigent clients is less than the
200,000 charge value.

6A key source of ethical conflicts are cases with multiple defendants, where the interests of the defendants may
be at odds. In these cases, to pursue the best outcome for one client (for example, accepting a generous plea deal in
exchange for testifying against another defendant) may be deleterious to the other client.

7Counsel may apply for a cap waiver (more precisely, a cap extension), but in practice this is uncommon. In
Virginia in 2016, 3.3% of charges –disproportionately felonies with >20 year potential sentences–received a waiver.

8Virginia Code 19.2-163 cc. 436, 448
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sion (VIDC)-approved training and oversight beyond the professional requirements set by the State

Bar. Created by the state in 2004, the VIDC establishes professional standards for indigent defense

and certifies indigent defenders. The VIDC certified the first cohort of 1,559 indigent defense at-

torneys in 2005 (VIDC, 2005). Attorneys must renew these indigent defense certifications on a

biannual basis and participate in qualifying training and specialized continuing education course-

work to be in good standing as an indigent defender. The VIDC maintains state-level records of

qualified attorneys on behalf of the Supreme Court of Virginia, and prospective assigned counsel

also notify their local courts of their availability in order to be assigned indigent defense cases by

local judges.

2.3 Indigent Defense Labor Market Characteristics

2.3.1 Eligible Attorneys

In 2020, the VIDC website advertised 1,771 attorneys providing indigent defense services for

non-capital offenses across the state. Approximately 45 percent of these attorneys were listed

as qualified counsel for all three major case types: felony, misdemeanor, and juvenile, while the

remainder largely specialized in either misdemeanors or misdemeanors and felonies.

Over time, the quantity and composition of this defender pool varies. From the VIDC, I ob-

tained records of expired indigent defense certifications, including the names, certification types

(misdemeanor, felony, juvenile, capital), and dates of certification expiration for all attorneys who

exited the indigent defense pool between 2007 and 2019.9 During this time, 3,194 attorneys’ cer-

tifications expired for at least one type of case, marking these attorneys exits from the pool of

eligible defenders.

Although these data are not originally geo-coded, I linked these records to location of practice

data pulled from web searches to illustrate the geographic dispersion of exiting attorneys. Through

this process I was able to assign 90 percent, or 2,885 attorneys, to their geographically nearest

9While I received records from 2020, I use only 2007-2019 because certifications may have been delayed due to
COVID-related disruptions.
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district court. I show the spatial distribution of courts and exiting attorneys in Figure 2.1. Al-

though there are active public defender offices in populous metro areas such as Richmond, Fairfax,

and Norfolk, these areas also show high levels of assigned counsel attorney exits, indicative of

substantial stocks of certified assigned counsel in these areas.

Attorney certifications can expire for any combination of case types for which they were pre-

viously certified. Misdemeanors are the most common criminal case type that may receive an

indigent defender, and are also the case type with the highest levels of attrition from the indigent

defender pool annually. Because certifications are renewed on a biannual basis and the first cer-

tifications took place in an odd year, attorney exits demonstrate biannual seasonality. Figure 2.2

shows the frequency of expired certifications for misdemeanors and felonies over time, and shows

that the strength of this biannual seasonality waned in later years. Expirations in 2016 particularly

defied the seasonality, differing from 2017 by only two certifications. Broadly, this is consistent

with the stock of defenders who were certified as part of the initial cohort declining over time.

Figure 2.1: Geographic distribution of attorneys whose Virginia misdemeanor indigent defense
certifications expired 2007-2020
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Figure 2.2: Year certification expired

2.3.2 Active Attorneys and the Geography of Indigent Defense

While eligibility to represent indigent clients is necessary to supply labor to indigent defense

markets, it does not tell the full story of functional indigent defender labor supply; assigned counsel

attorneys demonstrate a wide range in the intensity of their indigent defense practice, and do not

always practice in the court nearest their office. To explore activity in the labor market, I obtained

annual records of payments made to assigned counsel between 2000 and 2019 from the Virginia

Supreme Court’s Office of the Executive Secretary (OES). OES constructed these records by taking

annual sums of the reimbursement vouchers submitted by attorneys to each local court. Because

pay vouchers may be submitted for a firm rather than individual attorney, the resulting data include

nearly 200,000 court-vendor-fiscal year observations, where a single vendor could include multiple

attorneys. I further describe nuances of these data in Appendix B, including the text matching
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algorithm by which I linked vendors across courts and years. By this algorithm, the data include

records of payments to approximately 6,700 distinct vendors between fiscal year 2000 and 2019,

and 4,750 since 2007. Table 2.2 summarizes basic pay, tenure, and geographic characteristics from

these data both within vendors and across vendor-years.

Using the OES data, I find that the top one percent of assigned counsel vendors – typically firms

rather than solo practitioners – are recorded earning over $200,000 in a fiscal year. Still others

exhibit marginal attachment to indigent defense, representing indigent clients only occasionally –

perhaps once per year. Between 2000 and 2019, eight percent of vendors earned less than or equal

to the statutory cap for litigating a single Class III/IV felony charge (felonies carrying less than a

20 year potential sentence) in a year. Figure 2.3 shows that the distribution of annual earnings for

assigned counsel vendors is strongly right-skewed, and the median vendor earns less than $18,000

from assigned counsel work annually. This median value is approximately equal to the expected

earnings from litigating 39 Class III/IV felonies and suggests that the typical assigned counsel

attorney is unlikely to rely on indigent defense as their sole or even primary source of income.

Figures 2.4a and 2.4b further illustrate the distribution of earnings across the pool of defenders

for each fiscal year from 2000 through 2019. Figure 2.4a shows that the overall payments made to

assigned counsel by the courts increased between 2000 and 2015, but the distribution of payments

across vendor deciles largely remained stable. Figure 2.4b shows that each year the top ten percent

of earners received approximately 40 percent of all assigned counsel income from Virginia state

courts, whereas the share of earnings held by the lowest decile was miniscule in all years, never

exceeding 0.15 percent of annual assigned counsel earnings. Because attorney pay rates and caps

remained stable for assigned counsel during the sample period, this suggests that a reduction in at-

torneys litigating a single “simple” case drives the increasing earnings amongst the lower decile.10

As Figure 2.5 shows, the share of earners receiving pay equivalent to a single Class III/IV felony

charge or a case with both one felony and one misdemeanor declined substantially throughout the

sample period. The single felony earner share declined from approximately 15 percent in 2000 to

10Other indigent defense reforms took place in the early to mid-2000’s including creation of new public defender
offices, the creation of the VIDC, and policies allowing for extended compensation caps with special approvals.
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Table 2.2: Vendor descriptive statistics

Overall
Ever

Bottom
Decile

Ever
Top

Decile
Mean (sd) Mean (sd) Mean (sd)

Tenure (years) 6.3 5.5 12.5
(5.8) (5.0) (5.9)

Number of courts 4.1 3.0 9.9
(4.2) (3.2) (5.7)

Number of public defender
courts 2.1 1.6 4.5

(2.2) (1.7) (3.0)
Number of vendors 6,697 2,820 935
Pay standard deviation* 14,669.10 9,052.44 41,961.70

(18,254.31) (14,763.35) (24,416.15)
Pay range* 41,275.24 24,573.42 125,949.83

(53,095.65) (40,775.70) (66,356.29)
Pctile range* 37.90 40.15 56.43

(23.78) (27.27) (26.08)
Number of vendors
appearing in multiple years 5,214 2,119 927

Vendor-Year Descriptive Statistics
Annual Pay 34,701.40 15,181.50 79,374.15

(45,773.81) (29,631.44) (60,879.09)
Number of Courts 2.5 1.9 3.6

(1.9) (1.5) (2.4)
Number of vendor-years 42,345 15,430 11,651
Share of income from
primary court**

0.69 0.71 0.68
(0.20) (0.19) (0.22)

Number of vendor-years,
only multi-court vendors 26,641 7,056 10,018

Virginia assigned counsel vendor pay descriptive statistics, FY 2000-2019.
“Ever bottom decile” and “Ever top decile” groupings are formed by taking
the set of vendors who, in any year, appeared in the top or bottom decile of
earners respectively. Tenure indicates the number of years a vendor appears
in the pay data. Data provided by OES. *Within-vendor variability statistics
are calculated only for vendors who are present in at least 2 years of data.
**Calculated at attorney-year level for vendors who worked in multiple courts.
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Figure 2.3: Assigned counsel annual earnings, FY 2000-2019

less than 5 percent in 2019.

Vendors often supplied indigent defense labor in multiple years (78 percent of vendors showed

up in at least two years of data) but with variable intensity across years. The within-vendor standard

deviation of assigned counsel earnings across years was $14,669.11 This variable intensity reflects

not only differences in nominal pay, but also the extent of vendors engagement in the market

relative to their peers: Table 2.2 shows a 38 point gap on average between vendors highest and

lowest annual earnings percentiles, where I construct percentiles for each year 2000-2019.

Because of the skew of the earnings distribution, we might expect this variability in the relative

earnings rankings to be most concentrated in low-intensity vendors. For example, in 2000, seven

11Attorneys may enter or exit indigent defense mid-fiscal year, which would inflate estimates of pay variability. To
account for this, I also calculated the within-vendor standard deviation of earnings excluding the year of entry and exit
from the calculation. Doing so changes the vendors studied to only those working in at least four fiscal years, but does
not suggest that the entry and exit years inflate this variability measure: the standard deviation is $427 larger by this
measure.
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Figure 2.4a: Distribution of earnings across vendor deciles: nominal payments

percent of vendors earned between $445 and $890, the compensation caps for one and two Class

III/IV felonies, respectively. If a vendor litigating one of these felonies in a year added a second,

she would increase her earnings percentile by seven points. However, in practice, vendors across

the distribution demonstrate high mobility across earner groups and the highest earners show more

mobility than the lowest. The earnings percentile range for vendors who ever appeared in the

lowest ten percentiles, 40 points, was slightly higher than the average across vendors whereas

those who ever appeared in the top decile of earners recorded a 56 point range. The variability in

intensity across years is also evident in that approximately 18 percent of the ever-top earner group

also were in lowest decile at some point, although this often took place in the last years of market

involvement for vendors with long tenures in indigent defense. The large variability in indigent

defense pay within vendors supports a narrative in which the typical assigned counsel attorney in

Virginia does not rely on this as their primary income source.
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Figure 2.4b: Distribution of earnings across vendor deciles: shares

2.3.3 Indigent Defender Tenure

In addition to indigent defense vendors’ variable (and typically limited) financial reliance on

the industry, defenders also show variability in their tenure in indigent defense, with the higher

earning vendors also supplying labor in more years. On average, assigned counsel vendors pro-

vided indigent defense services in 6.3 years between 2000 and 2019, however this underestimates

vendors’ true tenure in indigent defense in Virginia because of the censoring induced by the limited

time frame for the data collection. I cannot observe when the earliest vendors began working in

indigent defense, or when attorneys active in 2019 will exit the market.

In 2000, the first year of the data, I observe 2,373 vendors for the first time. These vendors

appeared in an average of 9 years of the Virginia assigned counsel pay data. In subsequent years,

I typically observe a few hundred new entrants to the market annually. Figure 2.6a shows the
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Figure 2.5: Share of single simple felony earners

number of years vendors supplied indigent defense services by year of initial entry into the market.

Mechanically, these averages decrease in later fiscal years, and so Figure 2.6b expresses these

tenures in a different way, demonstrating the share of data years after vendors’ market entry in

which they supply labor. From 2000-2018, vendors appeared on average in 48 percent of the

remaining data years between their market entry and 2019.12

Attachment to the indigent defense labor market over time was stronger for those vendors who

ever appeared in the top decile of earners: these vendors appeared in an mean of 80 percent of the

years after their recorded entry. In contrast, those who were ever in the bottom decile of earners

showed weaker attachment, appearing in only 39 percent of the years after their entry. Nearly half

of vendors who appeared only once in the data (excluding those whose first appearance was in

12Also mechanically, those who first appear in fiscal year 2019 are in 100 percent of their eligible years, so I omit
them from this calculation.
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Figure 2.6a: Average years assigned counsel vendors active by year of entry

fiscal year 2019) were in the bottom decile of earners in the year of their participation. Figure 2.7

shows that vendors who supplied labor in multiple years typically did so consecutively, showing

clear and singular entries to and exits from the market. On average, vendors appear in 92 percent of

the years between their entry into the market and last recorded year of participation. This reiterates

that while attorneys may take cases on an ad-hoc basis on the intensive margin, they show stability

in indigent defense involvement on the extensive margin.

2.3.4 The Geography of Indigent Defense

There are approximately 1 district and circuit court in each city or county across Virginia,

amounting to 120 geographically distinct court areas.13 Throughout their careers, assigned counsel

13There are more district courts than circuit courts. To construct geographic groupings I group district courts by
the geographic boundaries of the circuit courts they feed into.
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Figure 2.6b: Share of years observed after entry

demonstrate limited mobility across these geographies. Table 2.2 shows that assigned counsel

vendors worked on average in only 4.1 court areas throughout their recorded careers. In a single

year, the median vendor worked in only two and the modal vendor worked in one. However, some

vendors spread their labor widely; 145 vendors worked in 10 or more courts in at least one year. In

those years, these wide-reaching vendors were highly active in the assigned counsel labor market,

averaging pay of over $136,000 – over four times the average earnings of those working in fewer

courts.

The share of vendors working concurrently in multiple courts varied substantially by geogra-

phy. Overall, across courts, those with more vendors had lower shares of multi-court vendors on

average. Figure 2.8 shows a statistically significant negative correlation between the number of

vendors in a court and the share of those vendors working in multiple courts. A 10 vendor increase

in the number of active assigned counsel is associated with a 1.3 percentage point reduction in the
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Figure 2.7: Share of years observed between entry and exit

multi-court vendor share.

However, within courts there is a positive correlation between the number of vendors and the

share of vendors working in multiple courts. Figure 2.9 shows the estimated coefficients from

a series of regressions of multi-court shares on annual vendor counts. To construct Figure 2.9,

I estimate the following model for each geographic court jurisdiction i, using annual data from

FY2000-2019.

Sharei,t = b0,i +b1,iCounti,t + ei,t

Here Sharei,t represents the share of vendors working within court i in year t who also worked

in another court during the same year. Counti,t represents the total number of assigned counsel

vendors working in court i in year t. I graph the resulting estimates of b1,i, ordered from smallest

to largest. Seventy-four percent of these estimates of the within-court relationship between num-

ber of vendors and multi-court share are greater than zero (although not necessarily statistically
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differentiated from zero), and average to an estimated coefficient of 0.0027. This average coef-

ficient would indicate that within a court, adding 10 assigned counsel vendors is associated with

a 2.7 percentage point increase in the share of vendors working in multiple courts, on average.

This provides suggestive evidence of attorney mobility increasing with increased competition in

the indigent defense labor market, however further analyses are necessary to confirm this finding.

Figure 2.8: Share of vendors working in multiple courts by size of court

One intuitive potential confounding factor when discussing competition within assigned coun-

sel labor markets is the presence of public defenders in a court’s jurisdiction. In some courts,

assigned counsel are the primary or even the only providers of indigent defense services, whereas

in other localities they supplement the indigent defense services provided by a dedicated public de-

fender’s office. Because public defender offices on average serve more active courts, there are also

many assigned counsel working in these courts. Some public defender offices were established

during the first decade of the 2000s, but when restricting the window of observation to FY 2010
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Figure 2.9: Coefficients and 95% confidence interval for regression of share of vendors in multiple
courts

through 2019, public defender localities averaged 19 more assigned counsel vendors and $127,000

more in pay to assigned counsel than assigned counsel-only jurisdictions annually. Vendors in the

public defender localities during this time were about four percentage points less likely to work in

multiple courts. However, the correlations between the vendor count and multi-court share ranks

persists even when controlling for the presence of a local public defender both for the within-court

and cross-court models.

The average correlations between multi-court share and the number of vendors calculated

within-court for courts with and without public defender offices (a subgroup analogue of Figure

2.9, calculated using only post-2009 data) differed by only 0.00005. This means an additional 10

vendors in an assigned counsel locality correlates to only 0.05 percentage points more multi-court

vendors than the same vendor increase in a public defender locality. Across courts, the relation-
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ship between the multi-court vendor share and number of assigned counsel attorneys also remains

negative when controlling for the presence of a public defender office: public defender courts with

10 more vendors tend to have a 1.7 percentage point lower multi-court share, while non-public

defender courts have a 0.9 percentage point lower multi-court share.

Finally, while attorneys often worked in multiple courts, they typically showed a clear pref-

erence for a primary court each year. This was true for vendors across the earnings distribution.

Annually, attorneys working in multiple courts received approximately 70 percent of their income

from their primary court, a share that was nearly identical for earners who ever appeared in the top

or bottom deciles. Together, these results suggest that some mobility is common for assigned coun-

sel in Virginia, but entails costs as indicated by the limited extent of this mobility demonstrated in

earnings and the breadth of courts attorneys work in.

2.4 Indigent Defenders and Body-Worn Cameras

2.4.1 Background

The mixed intensities and characteristics of indigent defense provision across providers raise

questions about the responsiveness of these actors to changes in indigent defense job amenities.

VIDC standards obligate indigent defenders to obtain and review evidence relevant to their client’s

case. Increasingly, this evidence includes audio and video recordings, including those collected

by police body-worn cameras (BWC). While the public praises BWCs for their benefits to police

accountability and the clarity they can bring to contested interactions, indigent defenders across

Virginia note that the volume of the footage they produce can be overwhelming for time constrained

attorneys.

Virtually unused in the United States until the past decade, BWCs rapidly expanded after the

highly publicized death of an unarmed black teenager in Ferguson, MO, in 2014. Nationally, nearly

half of law enforcement agencies adopted BWCs by the end of 2016, a marked increase from the

one in twenty departments that adopted by 2010 (LEMAS-BWCS, 2016). In a more comprehen-

sive sampling of Virginia law enforcement agencies described in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, I
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find that BWC adoption in Virginia continued regularly into 2018. I show the pace of adoptions

aggregated to court jurisdiction in Figure 1.2 of Chapter 1.

While law enforcement adopted BWCs as a policing tool, they generate evidence that may

affect criminal litigation following an interaction with police. Perhaps most saliently, BWCs can

provide evidence in cases such as an alleged assault on a police officer. More broadly, footage

of any action that takes place in the camera’s frame while the camera is recording may be useful

for subsequent litigation by clarifying the circumstances around the interaction. For this reason,

indigent defense attorneys are expected to review available footage as part of their legal obligation

to “conduct a fact investigation as promptly as practicable” (VIDC, 2018). However, attorneys

report that this obligation conflicts with the time constraints induced by heavy attorney workloads.

The director of the Virginia Indigent Defense Commission, David Johnson, reported in 2019 that

a survey of public defenders across the state revealed that 93 percent of public defenders and 85

percent of assigned counsel had difficulty meeting the obligation to review footage due to binding

time constraints. As he summarized, “What they are basically saying is, ‘Something needs to give

here. There aren’t enough hours in the day’ ” (Albiges, 2019).

2.4.2 Conceptual Framework

The point at which “something gives” is determined by attorney’s preferences over income and

leisure, but also non-pecuniary benefits including work satisfaction. There is some evidence to

suggest that public sector employees like indigent defenders select into organizations because of

pro-social motivations that would entail a higher value than the typical worker for certain non-

pecuniary benefits (Fehler & Kosfeld, 2014; Buurmana et al., 2012; Gregg et al., 2011).14 Pro-

socially motivated workers may gain a sense of identity from their work, inducing high effort even

in the midst of low levels of compensation (Akerloff & Kranton, 2005).

However, this does not mean that we should expect indigent defender labor supply to be per-

14A line of research suggests that in certain cases extrinsic benefits can even undermine intrinsic benefits, reducing
worker effort (Mellström & Johannesson, 2008; Akerloff & Kranton, 2005; Benabou & Tirole, 2003; Benabou &
Tirole, 2006; Kreps, 1997; Frey & Oberholzer-Gee, 1997).
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fectly inelastic. Firstly, prior research shows both financial and non-financial rewards can posi-

tively affect the involvement (Bó et al., 2013) and performance of pro-socially motivated workers

in public service fields (Ashraf et al., 2014). Teachers, a well-studied group who we may similarly

intuit to be pro-socially motivated, have been shown to alter their effort in response to performance-

pay incentives (Loyalka et al., 2019; Imberman & Lovenheim, 2015).

Secondly, indigent defense differs from many other public service fields in that workers can

choose not only whether to enter the field, but also with what intensity. For assigned counsel, indi-

gent defense work can be a variable portion of a broader professional portfolio. Assigned counsel

can supply low levels of labor due to pro-social motivations, to gain experience, to supplement

income, or for other professional or personal reasons. Attorneys supplying high levels of labor to

indigent defense markets may have stronger preferences for prosocial work, higher productivities

in this field, or lower opportunity costs to engaging in the work.

With this in mind, indigent defenders have four primary potential responses to an increased

workload from BWC footage. Outlined in Table 2.3, attorneys first can adjust by increasing their

hours per case. Since attorney pay caps are nearly universally binding, this increase in working

hours has the effect of reducing attorneys effective hourly wages. Secondly, attorneys may choose

to forgo certain case tasks or reduce the amount of time on case tasks to reduce the effect of BWC

video on their total work hours. This may include substituting time across cases and/or providing

lower quality representation. Thirdly, attorneys may exit the indigent defense labor market. Finally,

although public defenders have limited ability to reduce the number or reorganize the composition

of their caseloads, because assigned counsel are paid on a case-by-case basis they may adjust on

this margin. For example, an attorney may decline misdemeanor cases in favor of felonies (which

pay more per charge and allow more work time per case than misdemeanors), or may take cases in

a neighboring court without body-worn cameras instead. Altering the number or type of cases can

change assigned counsel pay, but within case type pay rates across courts are equal.

The incentives for indigent defenders to respond in each of these ways are likely to depend on

their characteristics, which may be correlated with the amount of labor they supply to the indigent
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Table 2.3: Potential indigent defense responses to BWC time costs
Public Defender Assigned Counsel

Accept a reduced effective wage rate x x
Forgo case tasks x x
Exit the indigent defense pool x x
Accept fewer or a different composition of cases x
A summary of the conceptual framework provided by the author.

defender markets before BWC adoption. In particular, we may anticipate observing changes in

market concentration across firms if attorneys respond to BWC workload changes. We may ob-

serve increased concentration in the market if low-volume attorneys are dissuaded from taking the

cases likely to have BWC video or high-volume high-efficiency attorneys are more easily able to

adapt to the new BWC tasks. A similar increased concentration could also result if the high-volume

pro-socially motivated attorneys shoulder greater loads. Alternatively, if high-volume attorneys

forgo cases likely to have BWC footage, we may see reduced concentration in BWC-adopting

locales.

2.4.3 Methods and Results

I provide the first test of assigned counsel responses to police BWC adoption, focusing on

the extensive margin outcome of full exits from the indigent defender pool. I preserve intensive

margin outcomes for future study. Because misdemeanors are the most common certification for

indigent defenders, I use the VIDC expired misdemeanor certification records to test for evidence

of changes in attorney labor supply around the time of police BWC adoption. The modal year

of BWC was 2015, and Figure 2.1 shows an uptick in misdemeanor expirations in both 2015 and

2016. However, Figure 2.1 cannot demonstrate whether this uptick is driven by attrition from BWC

localities.

To test for changes in the pool of eligibile attorneys around BWC adoption, I estimate the

model

Yilt = a +b 0 (Postilt ⇤Treatedlt)+dXi + gt +zl + eilt

using the Borusyak, Jaravel, and Spiess (2021) imputation estimator and pre-trends tests as well
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as a pooled two-way fixed effects estimator. I use an inverse-hyperbolic sine transformation of the

expired attorney certifications variable as my dependant variable. The number of fully attriting

attorneys for a given court-year tends to be quite low: in the median court-year, 0 attorneys allow

their misdemeanor certifications to expire, although as many as 35 were observed leaving at one

time. Accordingly, I also show results of a simple Poisson regression of attriting attorney counts

on the time-varying treatment indicator, year, and locality fixed effects.

The above model enables me to describe deviations from the expected attorney attrition that co-

incide with BWC adoption in local courts. Here, an attorney is considered “treated” if BWCs enter

the geographic jurisdiction of the court nearest their practice. Because attorneys are re-certified

on a two year cycle, short-term outcomes might take up to two years to manifest in the data. For

example, if police began using BWCs the week after an attorney submitted her recertification and

she immediately left indigent defense upon BWC adoption, this would not register as an exit until

her certification expired in two years. Results shown in Table 2.4 and, visually, in Figure 2.10, are

lacking precision but suggest that BWCs did not induce short-term attrition from the eligible pool.

Using the BJS methodology, I find an increase in expirations of effect percent following BWC

adoption. This point estimate is not statistically distinguishable from no effect, and is economi-

cally small: one additional attorney’s certification expires for ten adopting courts.

2.5 Conclusion

In this paper I provide the first empirical descriptions of the unique attorney labor markets

that provide legal services to low-income criminal defendants across Virginia. I find considerable

heterogeneity in indigent defense engagement: a small share of firms provide the bulk of indigent

defense services, but many firms provide some indigent defense in any year. These firms are

unlikely to specialize in indigent defense, given the low revenues they generate, but tend to supply

assigned counsel labor for multiple years. Attorneys show present but limited geographic mobility:

many attorneys work in multiple court areas concurrently, but show preference for a single primary

court in which they receive most of their income. Annual indigent defense earnings are low and
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Table 2.4: Regression estimates for BWC introduction
Misdemeanor
Certification
Expirations

(BJS)

Misdemeanor
Certification
Expirations

(BJS)

Misdemeanor
Certification
Expirations
(Poisson)

Pooled BWC
estimate

0.061
(0.054)

0.048
(0.059)

0.070
(0.158)

N 1,287 1,313 1,313

Mean Dep. Variable
(Untransformed) 1.71 1.69 1.69

Mean Dep. Variable
(Arcsin transformed) 0.77 0.76 N/A

Estimates of the relationship between BWC adoption and attorney misdemeanor
certification expirations using BJS, TWFE, and Poisson estimators. Using BJS
method, the p-value from a pre-trends test of the joint significance of event study
estimates of the four years prior to adoption was calculated as 0.376. Outcome
variable is arcsin transformed for BJS and TWFE. Average marginal effects are
reported for Poisson specification. BJS estimator excludes observations from
units treated in 2007. Standard errors clustered at the locality level.

highly variable from year to year for the typical assigned counsel attorney. Practically, these data

suggest that it is likely uncommon for attorneys to enter assigned counsel labor markets as their

primary wage earning activity.

These characteristics may shed light on the resilience of indigent defense labor supply in the

midst of uncompensated changes to the work environment. Although attorneys vocalized concerns

about BWCs flooding courts with a time consuming new source of evidence for criminal cases, in

practice I do not find evidence that attorneys systematically leave the indigent defense labor force

in response to BWC adoption. This suggests that the supplemental income indigent defense work

provides as well as desirable non-pecuniary benefits and amenities, such as job satisfaction or work

experience, are sufficient to offset BWC workload increases at the extensive margin. However,

further study is needed to explore intensive margin responses.
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Figure 2.10: BJS event time estimates of the effect of BWCs on attorney certification expirations
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CHAPTER 3

VENEZUELAN MIGRATION IN ECUADOR
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3.1 Introduction

Economists have long studied the causes and effects of migration, including using large-scale

migration events to learn about labor market dynamics in recipient countries. Such studies fa-

mously include those of the employment and wage effects of the Mariel Boatlift (Card, 1990),

French repatriation following Algerian independence (Hunt, 1992), and mass migrations from the

Soviet Union to Israel (Friedberg, 2001). More recently, Tumen (2016) studied the effects of Syr-

ian resettlement in refugee camps in Turkey on wage, employment, consumer prices, and housing

outcomes.

In the past decade, hardships within Venezuelan spurred a new large-scale migration in South

America. Between 2014 and 2018, three million Venezuelans left their home country in the midst

of a contracting economy, hyperinflation, insecurity, and widespread shortages of basic goods.

Most (an estimated 2.4 million) remained within South America and the Caribbean (UNHCR,

2018). As migrant flows increased, host countries debated and implemented policies to manage

the migrants within country and also to limit the number of new entrants. These policies included

new visas and programs to regularize migrants (UNGRD, 2018), and increased funding for social

services (Al Jazeera, 2019a). Emerging research tests for the effects of Venezuelan migrants on

electoral outcomes (Rozo and Vargas. 2019), wages (Caruso et al., 2021), and health (Ibànez and

Rozo, 2020) in places with high levels of resettlement. However, before resettling, migrants must

reach their intended destinations.

Here, too, countries grappled with challenges stemming from displaced Venezuelans mov-

ing by land across international borders. Ecuador (Ministerio de Relaciones, 2018a) and Peru

(Gestión, 2018a) each declared a state of emergency in 2018 for provinces heavily affected by the

Venezuelan migration and some migrants were subject to violence at the hands of disgruntled host

communities (Cabrera, 2019). These events are reminiscent of recent land-based migrations of

Syrian refugees in Europe and Central American migrants through Mexico, which generated sim-

ilar backlash amongst hosts. The 2022 Ukrainian refugee crisis further underscores the ongoing

necessity of research on displaced persons. Yet, despite the political and economic relevance of
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migrants in transit, at this time only a very limited quantitative literature studies through-migrants.

This paper expands the literature on migrants in transit by describing the increasing and chang-

ing movements and demographic characteristics of Venezuelans in Ecuador between 2010 and

2020. I quantify migrant flows using registered border crossings by Venezuelans and present evi-

dence of the emergence and eventual dissolution of a migrant route connecting Colombia and Peru

through Ecuador. I show the evolving demographics of Venezuelans traveling this route, and the

responsiveness of migrant flows to changing policies in both Ecuador and destination country Peru.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides background and institutional context around the

decisions of Venezuelans to migrate. Section 3 presents the data I use to describe Venezuelans’

movements in Ecuador, and some descriptive analyses of these data. Section 4 provides further

analyses of migration patters around the time of substantial policy changes concerning entry and

visa requirements for Venezuelans. Section 5 concludes.

3.2 Background and Institutional Details

The Venezuelan exodus of the 2010s is commonly measured as beginning in 2014 in con-

junction with a deteriorating economic situation in Venezuela. In this year, Venezuela’s real GDP

shrunk by 3.9 percent, marking a reversal from a 2011- 2013 period of economic growth. Over the

next five years, the economy contracted further, reflected in GDP growth rates of of -17 percent in

2016 and -35 percent in 2019. As GDP declined, inflation increased, rising from an annual rate of

68.5 percent in 2014 to a peak of 130 thousand percent in 2018 (IMF, 2022).1 At the same time,

residents dealt with shortages of basic goods including food and medicine, as well as widespread

violence (Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia, 2018) and a volatile political environment. In a

2017 survey, 79 percent of respondents in Venezuela reported eating less because they could not

find food to buy. Researchers further reported that 64.3 percent of respondents lost weight the prior

year, at an average loss of 11 kg (Landaeta-Jimaénez et al., 2018).

This turbulent environment prompted millions of Venezuelans to leave their country, primarily

1I report the inflation rate using the annual percent change in end of period consumer prices.
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moving into other Latin American or Caribbean countries. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of

Venezuelan migrants across South America. With an estimated 1 million migrants at the end of

2018, Colombia hosted the plurality of displaced Venezuelans, followed by Peru with 500,000

migrants. Between these countries lies Ecuador, which hosted 220,000 migrants2 at the end of

2018.

A high prevalence of through-migration further magnified Venezuelan migrant’s influence in

Ecuador during this time period. Positioned between Colombia and Peru, Ecuador is smaller than

its neighbors geographically, economically, and by population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019; World

Bank, 2019). However, at less than 500 miles in length with established north-south transit infras-

tructure, Ecuador lays out a path for migrants leaving Colombia to reach Peru without incurring

the costs of air travel. Rather than stopping in Ecuador, Venezuelans in the country were only a bus

ride away from a larger and more varied selection of jobs, established migrant networks, and – in

peak migration years – more generous legal residency policies in Peru (Greenwood, 2016; Beine

et al., 2011; Bertoli, 2010).

Beginning in February 2017, Peru introduced a new visa, the Temporary Permit of Permanence

(PTP), to extend legal stay to those Venezuelan migrants who had legally entered the country by

late 2016 (Supreme Decree 002-2017-IN). The PTP regularized recipients’ migration status for

one year, including granting the ability to formally work. PTP applicants were exempt from most

immigration fees with the exception of a 41.9 sol (⇡ $12.61 USD) processing fee. In contrast,

although initial entry into Ecuador was relatively simple (Venezuelans could legally stay in coun-

2Throughout this paper I refer to the displaced Venezuelans as “migrants.” Although definitions vary from country
to country (Raymer, 2017), the United Nations (1998) recommends that the term “long-term migrant” be applied to
individuals who alter their primary country of residence for at least 12 months while the term “short term migrant”
refers to those who alter their primary country of residence for 3 to 12 months. An underlying simplifying assumption
in the migrant classification framework is that migrants travel directly from their countries of origin to their new
countries of residence. To my knowledge there is no universally accepted term for an individual who is en route to a
new place of residence unless this person falls under a protected group, such as a refugee. Whether Venezuelans should
be classified as refugees has been debated (Bahar, 2018) and is more than an issue of semantics since neighboring
countries are more obligated to accept and integrate refugees than general migrants. There is precedent for such
a designation in the 1984 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees (UNHCR, 1984), which includes: “...persons who
have fled their country because their lives, safety or freedom have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign
aggression, internal conflicts, massive violation of human rights or other circumstances which have seriously disturbed
public order”. However, many Venezuelans have not been legally classified as refugees within their host countries,
and so I use broader terms such as “migrant”, “migrant in transit”, and “through-migrant.”
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Figure 3.1: UNHCR map of Venezuelan migrant locations across South America, Dec. 2018

try for 180 days by showing a national ID card (Peru Ministerio del Interior, 2019a; 2019b)),

obtaining permission to stay beyond this time frame was more arduous, further drawing migrants

through Ecuador and into Peru. One temporary resident visa designed specifically for Venezue-

lans, the EMEV, entailed $250 in fees, proof of economic solvency, and a passport, a difficult

document for Venezuelans to acquire. However, as migrant flows continued to grow, both Ecuador

and Peru introduced new restrictions on Venezuelan through- and resettling migrants. Peru even-

tually restricted PTP eligibility to migrants entering the country by October 31, 2018 (Supreme

Decree 007-2018-IN) and both Ecuador and Peru experimented with passport requirements for

Venezuelans.

The presence of through-migration in Ecuador is particularly notable because of the concen-
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trated geography of migrant paths through Ecuador. A limited set of viable land routes connecting

Colombia and Peru means that the hundreds of thousands of through-migrants recorded entering

the country largely passed through the same relatively small communities. Using OpenStreetMap

data, in Figure 3.2 I show Ecuador’s most established roadways.3 Migrants entering the country

by plane typically enter through airports in the major cities of Quito and Guayaquil within the

provinces of Pichincha and Guayas, respectively. But migrants traveling by land overwhelmingly

enter through the northern province of Carchi and, specifically, border city Tulcán. At the time of

the 2010 census, Carchi was home to fewer than 165,000 residents, half of whom lived in Tulcán.

Through-migrants then exit through the southern province of El Oro, often from the city Huaquil-

las. Only approximately 500 miles of road separate Tulcán and Huaquillas, and migrants may

cover this distance by car, bus, or even on foot. I highlight these four provinces in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Roadways in Ecuador

3Specifically, including only motorways, trunks, primary, and secondary roadways, where primary and secondary
roadways are those that link medium and large towns and trunks are a subset of highways that do not fully comply
with the requirements to be classified as a “motorway”.
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Figure 3.3: Map of Ecuador with key provinces highlighted

3.3 Data and Analysis

3.3.1 Data

To characterize Venezuelan migration in Ecuador and the emergence of the through-migration

route, I use the 2010-2020 records of the Registro Estadı́stico de Entradas y Salidas (ESI) from

Ecuador’s Instituto Nacional de Estadı́stica y Censos (INEC). The ESI records the date, province,

method of transport (air, sea, land, river), reason for trip (tourism, business, events, studies, resi-

dence,4 other), and various demographic characteristics including age, sex, nationality, and occu-

pation for each entrance to or exit from Ecuador as recorded by each of 29 migration headquarters.

Notably, these are recorded entries. While registries of air and sea movements in these data should

be complete, registries of land and river movements may underestimate true migratory flows due

to the potential for irregular (undocumented) migration.5

4Residence was created as a category for the reason for trip variable in 2016, so it is difficult to compare this
variable across time.

5Under-reporting may be more prominent in the ZIF (Border Integration Zone) provinces, in which Ecuador,
Colombia, and Peru collaborate to promote economic development and, to do so, simplify migration processes.
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3.3.2 Migrant Movements: National

Two key questions regarding migration in Ecuador are “how many people enter?” and “how

many people stay?”, each with different implications for migration policies. While I cannot link

individuals across ESI records, at a national level I calculate net migration by differencing the

recorded exits from entrances and aggregate movements as the sum of all entrances to and exits

from the country by Venezuelans.

In the past decade both aggregate movements and net migrations for Venezuelans increased

substantially, although not always proportionally. Figure 3.4 shows Venezuelan’s monthly entries

to and exits from Ecuador between 2010 and early 2020. Both movement types notably increased

during 2013, more than doubling the aggregate movements from approximately 90,000 in 2012

to 203,000 in 2013. Apart from seasonal fluctuations, these heightened entry and exit numbers

remained generally stable until 2017, when they more than doubled again to over half million

movements, and then tripled to 1.7 million combined recorded entries and exits in 2018. While

both entries to and exits from Ecuador by Venezuelans increased over this time period, indicative

of the through-migration route, a smaller but nonetheless substantial number of Venezuelans are

recorded entering Ecuador with no offsetting exit. Figure 3.4 also shows the widening gap between

entries and exits that emerged as migrant flows grew.

Figure 3.5 details this gap, showing that net migration increased annually from 2014 through

2018, even in the period in which aggregate movements were stable/slightly declined. In 2017,

over 60,000 entrances were not offset by an exit in the same year and net migration increased

by over 150,000 Venezuelan migrants in 2018. Figure 3.6 shows the corresponding exponential

increase in the number of Venezuelans in Ecuador during the 2010’s.

Notably, these trends are unique to Venezuelans and do not reflect broader changes in migration

patterns throughout Ecuador. During the 2010s, Ecuador recorded increasing entries and exits both

for non-Venezuelan foreigners and Ecuadorians, but where Venezuelans’ entries and exits in 2019

were over 1300 percent greater than the 2010 values, for non-Venezuelan foreigners and Ecuado-

rians these movements grew by only 55 percent and 71 percent, respectively. Non-Venezuelan
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Figure 3.4: Monthly recorded entries to and exits from Ecuador by Venezuelans

foreigners also did not demonstrate substantive changes in net-migration to Ecuador between 2010

and 2019. Non-Venezuelan foreigners recorded approximately 40,000 net entries in 2010, which

gradually declined to nearly 13,000 net exits in 2019.

3.3.3 Migrant Movements: Location, Characteristics, and the Emergence of a Land Route

The increased travel into and out of Ecuador by Venezuelans coincided with changing locations

and methods of these movements. While the provinces of Pichincha and Guayas registered 95% of

aggregate movements by Venezuelans in 2013, Figure 3.7 shows that their share diminished over

time, offset by increases in traffic through Carchi and El Oro. Unsurprisingly, this corresponded to

a shift in method of travel, as land crossings through border provinces overtook air travel through

the major cities of Quito and Guayaquil. Consistent with a strengthening migrant route moving

Venezuelans through Ecuador from Colombia to Peru, over time the Carchi movements came to be
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Figure 3.5: Annual net migration of Venezuelans in Ecuador

dominated by entries to Ecuador while El Oro movements increasingly reflected exits, illustrated

in Figure 3.8. In 2017, entrances to Carchi by Venezuelans exceeded exits from the province by

200,000, whereas exits from El Oro surpassed entrances by approximately 150,000. Although I

cannot link individuals across ESI records, the magnitudes of these migrant flows necessitate a

north-to-south through-migrant route; only an estimated 13,000 (UN-DESA, 2014) Venezuelans

lived in Ecuador prior to the onset of the diaspora, precluding the possibility that El Oro exits are

driven by resident out-migration.

3.3.4 Migrant Characteristics

As migrant flows increased and the north-south transit route strengthened, Venezuelan entrants

through Carchi and exiters through El Oro converged in age characteristics and migrants through
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Figure 3.6: Change in number of Venezuelans in Ecuador since EOY 2009

each location became younger on average, shown in Figure 3.9. From 20116 through 2015, El

Oro exiters were on average 3.3 years older than Carchi entrants. But, in 2016 the ages equalized,

differing by only 0.6 years.7 Figures 3.10a and 3.10b show that the declining average age came

about as young adults (18-34) overtook adults 35-64 as the plurality of movers at both border

provinces.

Early in the decade, migrants into Carchi were also slightly more likely (4 percentage points) to

be women than the exiters in El Oro. These proportions generally equalized from 2013-2019, with

2017 as an exception. In this year, women comprised a share of Carchi entrants 1.7 percentage

points higher than their share of El Oro exiters, amounting to approximately 2800 fewer women

6The ESI data reported birth year, rather than age, in 2010. I omit the estimated ages of migrants based on birth
year from these analyses.

7Because of the large samples, all age differences within years are statistically significantly different. However,
across post- 2015 years, Carchi entrants were on average only 0.12 years older than El Oro exiters– a practically
negligible difference.
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Figure 3.7: Share of total Venezuelan international movements to/from Ecuador recorded in
Carchi, Guayas, Pichincha, and El Oro provinces

exiting. The convergence in genders occurred earlier than the convergence in ages, but an addi-

tional equalization took place later in the time period: for much of the 2010’s women both entered

Carchi and exited El Oro at rates lower than men. However, from 2017-2019, the within-province

proportions of women rose from approximately 40 percent to over 50 percent in both provinces.

3.3.5 Occupation

As through-migration became more common and young working age adults comprised a greater

share of migrants, workers’ skill levels declined. This is consistent with worsening conditions in

Venezuela progressively inducing poorer and less skilled migrants to leave the country. To exam-

ine changes in worker skill levels, I use the occupation classifications in the ESI data. Because

of a 2014 change in the classification system used, I compare migrant occupations only for 2014-

2019. I also note that the share of migrants with no occupation listed was substantial and dynamic,

ranging from a low of approximately 5 percent of Venezuelan Carchi entrants and El Oro exiters

in 2016 to over 40 percent of this group in 2018.

Because of the potential for misclassifications or inconsistent classifications of specific occu-

pations across years, I focus on skill categories rather than the finer occupational codes available
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Figure 3.8: Net migration through key provinces

in the data. The 2008 International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO-08) assigns oc-

cupations to one of four skill levels. Skill level one, the lowest skill classification, is used for

occupations that involve “simple and routine physical or manual tasks” and may require no school

or primary education. Skill level two may involve machinery, electronic equipment, or use and

storage of information. These occupations require at least some secondary school. Skill level 3

includes occupations that require the worker to perform more complex tasks in specialized fields,

often requiring 1-3 years of post-secondary education. Lastly, skill level 4 is reserved for spe-

cialized occupations that require complex decision-making and creativity, generally requiring 3-6

years of post-secondary education. Using these skill categories, I find that the highest skilled

Venezuelan workers comprised a smaller proportion of entries to and exits from Ecuador in later

migration years than at the start of the exodus from Venezuela. From 2014-2016, level 4 workers

comprised approximately 37 percent of classified workers entering or exiting the country, com-
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Figure 3.9: Average age, Venezuelan migrants

pared to only 15 percent in 2018-2019. When I include individuals with unclassified occupations –

that is, including students, retirees, homemakers, and those for whom occupation information was

not provided– the level 4 skill share reduction is even more pronounced, declining from 24 percent

of movers 2014-2016 to less than 5 percent in 2018-2019.

This change is driven by both an increase in the share of land-based entrances as well as a

decrease in the average skill level of through-migrants. Unsurprisingly, migrants who travelled

by air were on average higher skilled than those who entered and exited by land in any year.

But, whereas Table 3.1 shows that the proportions of high-skill Venezuelans flying into and out

of Ecuador remained stable between 2014 and 2019, land-based movements showed decreases

in the share of high skilled movers. Decreases in the high skilled proportions happened both for

Carchi entrants and El Oro exiters, suggesting that stayers did not substantially differ from through-

migrants by this metric. Figure 3.11 underscores the similarities in the migrant skill characteristics
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Figure 3.10a: Carchi entries: age category shares, Venezuelan

between Carchi entrants and El Oro exiters. This figure also demonstrates the rise in migrants

without a listed occupation.

3.4 Duration of Stay and Entry/Visa Changes

Throughout section 3, I described the development and use of a land route through Ecuador

for Venezuelan migrants attempting to reach Peru. As the Venezuelan exodus grew in magnitude,

Ecuador and other countries struggled to navigate their obligations to these migrants and domestic

concerns over the effects of the migrants on Ecuadorian’s well-being. These effects may depend on

migrant flows, characteristics, and the duration of migrant stay. The final element is of particular

relevance to the Ecuadorian context, where hundreds of thousands more migrants travelled through

the country than resettled within it.

Duration of stay is informative as to whether an influx of migrants acts as a labor supply shock,
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Figure 3.10b: El Oro exits: age category shares, Venezuelan

a demand shock, or both. Longer-term migrants may enter the labor force, and an extensive litera-

ture examines the effects of such settling. In particular, in the U.S. context there is some evidence

that immigrants may displace some low-skill workers, causing reduced wages and employment

among locals (Card, 2001; Borjas et al., 1996), although this likely depends on whether immigrant

labor acts as a substitute or complement for native labor (Ottaviano and Peri, 2012).

The line between a settled and through-migrant may be muddled if migrants take substantial

time to move through Ecuador. For example, stays of months rather than days may affect whether

migrants supply labor in informal markets, providing a labor supply shock, or act as consumers, a

demand shock, throughout their travels. In Appendix C, I provide evidence to suggest that through-

migrants move quickly, likely typically leaving El Oro about one day after their entry in Carchi.

This through-migration route was enabled in part by the visa policies in place in both Ecuador

and Peru. For much of the relevant time period, Venezuelans could enter each country using a
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Table 3.1: Skill level 4 movement shares

Year Air Land Carchi
Enter

El Oro
Exit Overall

2014 38.16 23.67 21.23 23.01 37.12
2015 40.54 21.84 20.02 20.80 38.11
2016 41.03 27.61 26.59 28.20 36.67
2017 41.98 16.29 15.41 16.49 21.95
2018 43.05 11.22 10.33 11.07 14.43
2019 43.65 8.43 6.16 7.90 15.00
Percent of movements made by occupation
skill level 4, shown for selected methods and
locations of travel 2014-2019. Calculated
excluding unclassified occupations.
Source: Author’s calculations using ESI data.

national ID instead of a passport, and the PTP visa in Peru – established in early 2017 in response

to rising migrant inflows – created pathways to regularization for many migrants.

However, as the migration accelerated, both Ecuador and Peru implemented policies to restrict

and manage migrant flows. On August 8, 2018, Ecuador declared a state of emergency (Ministerio

de Relaciones Exteriores y Movilidad Humana, 2018a) and on August 18, 2018 implemented a

short-lived passport requirement for new entrants (Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Movilidad

Humana, 2018b; Valencia and Taj 2018).8 Immediately after the Ecuador passport requirement

was suspended, Peru implemented its own passport requirement on August 25, 2018, which was

temporarily suspended on October 5, 2018 (Gestión, 2018b; RPP, 2018). Figure 3.12a shows the

changes in border movements amongst Venezuelans during the 2018 passport requirements. The

declared state of emergency on August 8 coincided with a rapid decline in registered migrant flows,

which continued through the period in which the passport requirement was in place in Ecuador.

Both entrances through Carchi and exits through El Oro remained diminished after the suspension

of Ecuador’s requirement, gradually rising toward their July 2018 levels.

The following year, both Ecuador and Peru again implemented more stringent entry require-

ments for Venezuelan migrants. On June 15, 2019, Peru restricted entry to only those Venezuelans

possessing a humanitarian visa and passport (Quispe, 2019). Ecuador introduced similar require-

8This passport requirement was suspended by the courts less than a week later (Defensorı́a del Pueblo, 2018).
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Figure 3.11a: Carchi entrant skill shares (selected groups)

ments on August 25, 2019 (Al Jazeera, 2019b). Figure 3.12b illustrates the sharp increases in

migrants crossing into Ecuador through Carchi and out of Ecuador to Peru in El Oro immediately

prior to entry requirement cutoff dates. These entry requirements appear to dissolve the migrant

route through Ecuador; the timing gap between policy changes in Peru and Ecuador led to a two

month period in which Carchi entrance and El Oro exit trends diverged, before cross-border move-

ments amongst Venezuelans became nearly obsolete under Ecuador’s policy. The effects of the

bunching of and then reduction in migrant flows around these timing cutoffs on migrant well-being

and Ecuadorian health and economic outcomes are an area for future study.

While changing passport requirements introduced a barrier to regular migration through Ecuador,

increasing the costs to migration, the changing visa landscape altered the expected benefits for mi-

grants who made the journey. In early 2017, Peru introduced the PTP visa for Venezuelan migrants.

After repeatedly extending the initial coverage period for new entrants to qualify for the visa, Peru
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Figure 3.11b: El Oro exiter skill shares (selected groups)

announced in 2018 that the final round of PTP visas for Venezuelans would be issued to migrants

entering the country by October 31, 2018. Figure 3.13 shows a sharp increase in entries to Carchi

and exits from El Oro in the days leading up to the PTP deadline. However, unlike the 2019

entry requirement changes, after the deadline passed, the migration route appeared less-used but

nonetheless intact: Carchi entrances and El Oro exits remained common and highly correlated.

3.5 Conclusion

When Venezuelans fled their home country during and after 2014, they largely settled in other

South American nations– especially neighboring Colombia and non-neighbor Peru. However, the

process of resettling is not instantaneous: in pursuit of opportunities in Peru and elsewhere, hun-

dreds of thousands of Venezuelans travelled quickly through the small country of Ecuador. I show

evidence of the geography, existence, and extent of these migrant routes, and provide descriptive
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Figure 3.12a: Migrant flows and passport requirements

evidence of the changing characteristics of migrants throughout the migration. Notably, through-

migration increased rapidly in 2017, coinciding with a reduction in the age and skill level of mi-

grants. This is consistent with both movements away from tourism-related travel toward migration,

and deteriorating conditions in Venezuela that may have reduced the opportunity cost of migration

for lower income Venezuelans.

Because of the short stays of these through-migrants, it is unlikely that they meaningfully

contributed to a labor supply shock, but additional study is needed to examine whether these rapidly

increasing migrant flows affected immediate term outcomes such as business revenues, health, and

crime outcomes when traveling through.
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Figure 3.12b: Migrant flows and entry restrictions
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Figure 3.13: Migrant flows and PTP deadline
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APPENDIX A

CHAPTER 1 APPENDIX

A.1 Data

In this appendix I further describe the data sources used in this paper as well as the decision

rules I applied in preparing the data for analysis.

A.1.1 BWC Data

I constructed a body-worn camera adoption dataset using multiple sources of information on

the timing of body-worn camera adoption by local law enforcement throughout Virginia. The three

primary sources I used to construct this dataset were, 1) FOIA requests 2) Local news and agency

websites 3) Non-FOIA personal contact with departments. Data collected through personal contact

were typically collected in the exploratory stages of the project. Within the FOIA requests I asked

for separate information for pilot programs, if applicable. Departments commonly use a testing or

pilot phase in which a limited number of officers are given body-worn camera to use for a short time

period to provide feedback to a department considering or planning to adopt body-worn camera

on a larger scale. For example, one large department of over 200 officers piloted the technology

with eight officers who had temporary use of the cameras. Other departments do not formalize this

as a “pilot program” but begin by outfitting very few officers with cameras before establishing a

department program. I do not treat these pilot and preliminary programs as adoptions.

From these sources I obtained information about body-worn camera implementation for 166

agencies throughout Virginia, reflecting complete body-worn camera adoption data for the major

law enforcement agencies in 111 district court jurisdictions including 78 that adopted body-worn

cameras by 2019 and 106 circuit court jurisdictions, 76 of which adopted by 2019. These comprise

nearly 90 percent of state district and circuit courts in Virginia. A map of adopting jurisdictions
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is available in Appendix Figure A.1. In the remaining 10 percent of localities, at least one major

agency either failed to respond to the FOIA request or had incomplete records.

This set of 166 agencies is not exhaustive: there are hundreds of local law enforcement agen-

cies throughout Virginia. Oftentimes multiple agencies operate within a single court jurisdiction.

Because these agencies typically vary in force size and the size of the populations they serve, their

individual influence on local courts also varies. For example, according to the 2008 Census of

State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies, 15 Virginia departments had only one full time sworn

officer while 35 departments had over 100. As such I defined a court jurisdiction to be treated

when the first “major” local law enforcement agency operating in the court jurisdiction began

using body-worn cameras, excluding small scale pilot adoptions.

My primary specification used throughout the paper considers a law enforcement agency “ma-

jor” within its locality if it is a policing organization that has jurisdiction over at least 25% of the

locality’s population or employs at least 25% of the locality’s full time sworn officers amongst

agencies with policing mandates. However, in Appendix C.2 I show a comparison of treatment

classifications when using an alternative, 50% threshold. I used two sources of information to

determine which agencies would meet these criteria, detailed subsequently.

Law Enforcement Force Size and Characteristics: I use policing role indicators and force size

measures from the 2016 Law Enforcement Agency Roster (LEAR). The LEAR itself includes

variables pulled from other sources. Thus the LEAR 2016 officer counts I use are counts from

the 2008 Census of State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies (CSLLEA 2008). The population

served by an agency is pulled from the 2014 UCR Population as listed in the FBI Police Employee

Data from the same year.

The LEAR variable indicating policing activities is not always fully reflective of the mandate of

an agency. Particularly in large and medium sized cities, it is common for both a police and sheriff’s

department to operate within city limits. However, the sheriff’s department may be tasked with

court security, civil processes, and jail security in contrast to the police department which engages

in patrol and investigations. In many of these cases the LEAR population variable is missing, and
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the officer count may be substantially greater than the true number of officers engaging in policing

activities. I omitted such agencies.

Locality Population Size: I use intercensal population estimates from the Weldon Cooper Cen-

ter for Public Service, Demographics Research Group for estimates of the 2014 locality level pop-

ulation size. I developed crosswalks matching the counties and cities in these population estimates

to the courts with jurisdiction over them. One city in my sample is split across two circuit court

jurisdictions, so in this case I applied half of the estimated population of the city to each relevant

court jurisdiction.

I used intercensal population estimates rather than a sum of LEAR population estimates to

head off potential issues with double counting in shared jurisdictions as well as missing data issues

which could respectively inflate and deflate the denominators of the calculated shares. However, as

a data check I compared the population shares calculated using a sum of LEAR populations to my

primary share measure (using intercensal estimates). The departments classified as “major” were

unchanged.

Figure A.1: Body-worn camera adoption in Virginia court jurisdictions
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A.1.2 Case Data

As described in the body of the paper, I obtained charge data from VirginiaCourtData.com.

To provide more clarity on the form this data takes, I include here an example of the web-based

case information that the owner of this repository scrapes (Schoenfeld, 2017) in Figure A.2. To

maintain the privacy of the defendant, I redacted information that could be used to identify this

specific record online.

Figure A.2: Example fields for Virginia Court Data

I aggregated this charge-level data to a case level before forming the court-level panel. To

identify which charges were associated with a common case, I began by using the “case number”

defined by the court. In reality, these should be considered charge numbers, because the values

provided for each charge in a given case are generally speaking related but unique. While the
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District Court Clerk’s Manual (Department of Judicial Services, 2021) recommends a common

method for assigning case numbers ( (case type)+year+(sequential number)+suffix), the Circuit

Court Clerk’s Manual (Department of Judicial Services, 2022) acknowledges variations in num-

bering conventions across courts. For charges within each court, I first group charges into cases

based on the criteria that charges are treated as a single case if they belong to the same defendant

and the last 4 non-suffix digits of the case number are either identical or sequential. I then expand

those groupings to include any additional charges that were filed against the same person on that

same date— even if the case numbers appear unrelated.

In the included example, all six entries represent charges against the same individual. However,

they are grouped as four distinct cases. The first three would be grouped together on either the case

number or filing date criteria: because 4309, 4310, and 4311 are sequential these are treated as one

case and they also were all filed on the same date. In contrast, none of the remaining charges show

related case numbers or identical filing dates, so they are treated as separate— even though two of

the charges were filed only two weeks apart.

Figure A.3: Example of case grouping algorithm

For the analyses in which I omit probation violations and similar offenses, I exclude these

charges before grouping the cases. For example, if an individual was sentenced to probation due

to a charge on Jan 1, 2015 and then on Jan 1, 2016 was charged with violating that probation and

another offense, they would appear in the data as having two separate cases, one stemming from

the 2015 event and the other from the 2016 event.
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Table A.1: BJS estimates, parallel trends tests
District (A) District (B) Circuit

Number of pre-periods 4 8 4 8 4 8
Cases 0.291 0.352 0.455 0.510
Civilization Effect Cases 0.318 0.162 0.164 0.039
Multi-charge Cases 0.433 0.782 0.287 0.304
Share Misdemeanor 0.337 0.519 – –
Prosecutor Dropped Charge 0.586 0.328 0.201 0.067 0.500 0.668
Case Certified – – 0.907 0.437 – –
Guilty 0.363 0.487 0.399 0.158 0.512 0.829
Sentenced to Time 0.556 0.917 0.502 0.500 0.270 0.581
Disposition: 1 year 0.497 0.572 0.951 0.986 0.711 0.897
Note: Values shown are the p-values for a test of parallel trends in the 4 and 8 periods prior
to BWC implementation. The test used is described in Borusyak, Jaravel, and Spiess (2021).
Case filing panels were not separated based on case type, and so District (A) includes p-values
for the tests on all district court filings. For case processes and outcomes, District (A) shows
results for the misdemeanor sample and District (B) shows results for the felony sample.

A.2 Supplementary Analyses for Main Tables

In the main body of the paper I show overall ATTs for all outcomes, and intermittently show

event study plots for outcomes in which I wanted to highlight some aspect of the heterogeneity of

results over time. In this appendix I show additional event study plots and results from tests that

indicate the plausibility of the parallel trends assumption. I also show results from restricting the

analysis to only those courts that adopted body-worn cameras during the sample period, with the

2018 cohort serving as a control. Lastly, the sentencing outcome that I use in my main results is

a coarse measurement: I only look at whether someone was sentenced to serve a positive amount

of time or not. I show here additional results under various sentencing outcome measures. I first

show parallel trends test results for the main tables are available Table A.1.

A.2.1 Adopter Only Results

As discussed in section 5.3 of Chapter 1, we may be concerned that the untreated group sys-

tematically differs from the treated group in ways that will bias the estimates presented in the main

results. The descriptive statistics presented in Table 1.2 show some level differences across these
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Table A.2: BJS estimates, case processes and resolutions; treated sample

VARIABLES
Prosecutor
Dropped
Charge

Case
Certified Guilty Sentenced

to Time
Disposition:

1 year°

Treatment Effect -0.020 – -0.005 -0.012 -0.002
Circuit Court (0.014) (0.019) (0.021) (0.015)

Mean 0.261 0.719 0.706 0.833
Observations 3,952 3,952 3,952 3,952
Treatment Effect 0.008 0.002 0.003 -.003 -0.005
District Court (Fel.) (0.016) (0.016) (0.15) (.015) (0.007)

Mean 0.405 0.587 0.295 0.252 0.969
Observations 2,667 2,667 2,667 2,667 2,667
Treatment Effect -0.007 – 0.003 -0.006 -0.004
District Court (Misd.) (0.006) (0.009) (0.007) (0.004)

Mean 0.115 0.746 0.212 0.959
Observations 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

°Time to disposition is approximated using time to latest hearing in district court.
Controls included in regressions include share female, black, and of case classes.

two groups. At the circuit court level, treated courts saw over twice as many cases filed than did

untreated courts. Additionally, treated courts were more likely to have a salaried public defender

office to represent indigent clients, and defendants received longer sentences. At the same time,

the courts showed numerous similarities including in the rates at which fines were imposed and

case dispositions. While it appears that the communities in which the courts are situated differed

between adopters and non-adopters, the cases within the courts appeared to proceed similarly re-

gardless of whether the court was in a treated jurisdiction or not. In Table A.2 I show court-stage

results using an adopter-only sample to demonstrate the robustness of my results to using an ex-

clusively not-yet-treated control group.
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A.2.2 Selected Event Study and Quarterly Plots

The following are supplemental plots to illustrate treatment effect dynamics and pre-treatment

outcome trends for a set of district court felony outcomes.

Figure A.4a: Quarterly estimates and pre-trend, share cases resolved in 6 months
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Figure A.4b: Quarterly estimates and pre-trend, share cases resolved in 1 year
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Figure A.4c: Quarterly estimates and pre-trend, guilty share
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Figure A.4d: Quarterly estimates and pre-trend, prosecutor dropped charge
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Figure A.4e: Quarterly estimates and pre-trend, sentenced to time
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Figure A.4f: Quarterly estimates and pre-trend, share case certified
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A.2.3 Additional Sentencing Outcomes

In addition to a binary measure of whether someone was sentenced to serve time, we may be

interested in the sentence length. In Table A.3 I show results for various binned sentence length

variables as well as the average sentence length. Additionally, I show an indicator for whether

any of this sentence was suspended: some defendants are given an option to forgo jail or prison as

long as they meet some conditions established by the court. Should these defendants fail to meet

the conditions, the suspended portion of the sentence comes into full effect. These supplementary

sentence length variables are constructed using both regular and suspended sentences, so a separate

suspended sentence variable provides additional clarity to the actual impact on defendants. Another

key issue to note with the sentence length variables is that I treat the lengths as additive. In other

words, for this analysis I assume all sentences are served consecutively. While my data set does

include a variable describing whether sentences are concurrent or consecutive, it is often (⇡ 60%

of cases with multiple positive sentence times) missing, and this missingness is not uniformly

distributed across localities. When reported, sentences were consecutively assessed rather than

concurrently twice as often.
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Table A.3: Pooled difference-in-differences estimates, supplementary sentence length
Sentenced to

VARIABLES 30 days 6 months 1 year 3 years 5 years Sentence
Time

Sentence
Suspended

Treatment Effect – – -0.020 -0.016 -0.001 137.4 -0.025†
Circuit Court (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (88.9) (0.013)

Mean 0.664 0.491 0.392 2177.2 0.677
Observations 5,439 5,439 5,439 5,439 5,439
Treatment Effect -0.005 -0.009 -0.012† – – -5.5 -0.007
District Court
(Felony) (0.012) (0.008) (0.007) (4.3) (0.011)

Mean 0.241 0.136 0.119 73.8 .228
Observations 4,129 4,129 4,129 4,129 4,129
Treatment Effect -0.011* -0.003 – – – -1.9† -0.012†
District Court
(Misdemeanor) (0.006) (0.002) (1.1) (0.006)

Mean .183 0.036 27.4 0.190
Observations 4,182 4,182 4,182 4,182
Race, sex
covariates x x x x x x x

Offense year,
quarter FE x x x x x x x

Locality FE x x x x x x x
Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses

**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1
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A.3 Extended Analyses for Main Tables

Here I discuss the robustness of my results to varying a) sample selection criteria b) treatment

status/threshold c) the outcomes measured and d) the estimators used. In particular, I include

results from alternative estimators proposed in the emerging staggered difference-in differences

literature.

A.3.1 Sample Restrictions

In the body of the paper I use data only from those localities for which I observe at least 8

quarters of pre-adoption case data and at least 4 quarters of post-adoption data. I additionally

restrict my case data to allow adequate time for cases to be disposed. As a result, my choice of the

final period for case data affects which courts are included when I calculate the effects previously

presented. In particular, district court cases conclude more quickly than circuit court cases and it is

possible that my decision to use only cases filed by Q1 2019 is overly conservative for the district

courts.

In this section I show district court results under a less conservative timing threshold, using

cases filed by the end of 2019. For the misdemeanor subsample, 0.38 percent of cases filed in

Q1 2019 are missing disposition information for at least one charge. In contrast, by Q4 2019,

this grows exponentially to 3 percent. For felonies, the shares are 0.76 percent and 5.5 percent,

respectively. The growth in disposition missingness is shown in Figures A.5a and A.5b. In Table

A.4, I show regression results including all 2019 quarters. The district court regression results

here are closely aligned with the results in the primary specification, alleviating concerns that the

selection of the final period was influential.

A.3.2 Treatment Status/Threshold

In the primary analyses for this paper I use a 25 percent population or officer threshold to

determine which local law enforcement agencies, if they implement a body-worn camera program,
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Figure A.5a: Share of cases not completely disposed, district court misd

would qualify their local court jurisdiction to be classified as “treated”. However, one may think

that this threshold is too low and so to check the robustness of my results to this selection, I

additionally apply a 50% threshold.

In practice, whether I apply the 50% or the 25% threshold infrequently changes whether and

when a locality is classified as treated. Most court localities are served by only one major law en-

forcement agency— like a city police department or county sheriff— which satisfies both threshold

criteria. However, in approximately 1/3 of localities there is another candidate department. At both

the circuit and district court levels, the treatment status is the same regardless of which threshold

I use for more than 96 percent of the localities for which I observe treatment status under both

thresholds. Additionally, there are a few localities for which I know treatment status under the

50 percent threshold but do not have information for all of the law enforcement agencies between

the 25 and 50 percent thresholds. Similarly, amongst adopters, the timing of adoption is largely
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Figure A.5b: Share of cases not completely disposed, district court felony

unchanged when I adjust the threshold; only 5 localities change treatment quarter. However, these

5 show substantial timing differences with the smaller adopting agencies initiating their programs

at least 2 years earlier.

I show results in table A.5a for modified case filing when the 50% threshold is used instead

of my primary specification, and the alignment of the treatment classifications using the different

thresholds in table A.5b. Overall I find that these results tell the same story as that contained in

the main body of the paper; body-worn cameras have a limited effect on case filings. In similar

analyses for case processes and outcomes I also find aggregate case outcomes and case processes

appear unchanged. Results using both thresholds show no effects on the share of multi-charge

cases, but a moderate reduction in civilization effect cases at both the district and circuit court

levels.
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Table A.4: BJS estimates, case filing effects, through 2019
VARIABLES Case Count Civilization Case Count Share Multicharge Cases
Treatment Effect -0.074* -0.096* -0.008
Circuit Court .032 0.039 0.009

Mean 148.8 7.2 0.486
Observations 6,240 6,240 6,230
Treatment Effect 0.010 -0.115** -0.001
District Court (0.029) (0.036) (0.004)

Mean 3,548.6 34.3 0.188
Observations 4,796 4,796 4,796

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

Note: Means of columns 1 and 2 reflect the average counts for the variable but the outcome
used is ln(count+1) for civilization case counts in both courts and case counts in the circuit
court, and ln(count) for the remainder.

Table A.5a: BJS estimates, case effects 50% threshold
VARIABLES Case Count Civilization Case Count Share Multicharge Cases
Treatment Effect -0.064† -0.110** -0.007
Circuit Court (0.033) (0.039) (0.009)

Mean 147.4 7.1 0.487
Observations 6,420 6,420 6,420
Treatment Effect -0.017 -0.097** 0.003
District Court (0.030) (0.036) (0.004)

Mean 3,513.6 33.7 0.187
Observations 4,972 4,972 4,972

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

Note: Means of columns 1 and 2 reflect the average counts for the variable but the outcome
used is ln(count+1) for civilization case counts in both courts and case counts in the circuit
court, and ln(count) for the remainder.
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Table A.5b: Comparison of treatment status by threshold
50% threshold

District Court Circuit Court
Untreated Treated Unclass. Untreated Treated Unclass.

25%
Threshold

Untreated 33 0 0 30 0 0
Treated 4 70 0 4 68 0
Unclassified 2 1 15 3 1 14

Author’s data collection. The threshold percent is applied at the agency level for assigning
treatment status: at a 50% threshold, only those agencies with at least 50% of the
officers or holding jurisdiction over at least 50% of the population count toward
assigning treatment status.
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Table A.6: Pooled difference-in-differences estimates, court-based effects

VARIABLES Charge
Dropped

Case
Certified Guilty Sentenced

to Time
Disposition:

1 year°
Treatment Effect -0.016 – -0.009 -0.016 -0.009
Circuit Court (0.013) (0.011) (0.013) (0.009)

Mean 0.258 0.721 0.709 0.825
Observations 5,439 5,609 5,609 5,439
Treatment Effect -0.004 0.005 0.003 -0.001 -0.008
District Court (Fel.) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.011) (0.006)

Mean 0.402 0.592 0.294 0.245 0.964
Observations 4,129 4,129 4,211 4,211 4,129
Treatment Effect 0.002 – -0.004 -0.008 -0.002
District Court (Misd.) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004)

Mean 0.115 0.735 0.196 0.956
Observations 4,182 4,264 4,264 4,182
Race, sex covariates x x x x
Offense year, quarter FE x x x x
Locality FE x x x x

Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
**p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1

°Time to disposition is approximated using time to latest hearing in district court.

A.3.3 Alternative Estimators

In the body of the paper I use the BJS imputation estimator to estimate the effects of law en-

forcement body-worn camera implementation on criminal courts. I discuss the benefits of this es-

timator over the traditional TWFE estimator, and also list alternative estimators that have emerged

in recent years to fill similar econometric gaps. Here I show alternative results using the standard

TWFE.
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Table A.7: MLT heterogeneity: Robustness
Fully interacted

TWFE
Differenced

TWFE
Differenced

BJS
BJS Dropping

Small Localities

Circuit

Prosecutor
Dropped Charge -0.001 0.004 0.006 –

(0.011) 0.010 (0.011)
Guilty -0.001 -0.002 0.013 –

(0.012) 0.012 (0.013)
Sentenced
to Time -0.001 -0.001 0.014 –

(0.012) 0.012 (0.013)
Disposition:
1 year 0.003 -0.001 0.011 –

(0.010) 0.009 (0.010)

District
Felony

Prosecutor
Dropped Charge 0.006 0.005 -0.001 0.007

(0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014)
Guilty 0.015 0.008 0.002 -0.010

(0.016) (0.015) (0.016) (0.013)
Certified -0.001 -0.004 -.001 0.005

(0.014) (0.014) (.015) (0.014)
Sentenced
to Time 0.005 0.001 -0.004 -0.010

(0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.012)
Disposition:
1 year 0.003 0.003 0.002 -0.003

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005)

District
Misd.

Prosecutor
Dropped Charge 0.005 0.007 0.006 –

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
Guilty 0.003 0.001 0.007 –

(0.010) (0.010) (0 .012)
Sentenced
to Time 0.009 0.004 0.011 –

(0.011) (0.011) (0.012)
Disposition:
1 year -0.003 -0.004 -0.004 –

(0.008) (0.009) (0.009)
This table shows the robustness of likelihood of footage heterogeneity estimates to alternative
specifications. The localities included in analysis for the “dropping small localities” sample
omits all localities that recorded zero MLT or non-MLT cases in a given quarter year. This
substantially changes the circuit court sample and introduces pre-trends violations in all
outcomes and so I do not report these results here.
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A.4 Back of Envelope Caseload Calculations

In the body of the paper I reference a data point showing the average caseload for Virginia

indigent defenders before body-worn camera adoption was 320 cases and cite this as evidence

toward attorneys facing binding time constraints. A simple back-of-the-envelope calculation shows

why this is the case. I show in Figure A.6 that an attorney’s production possibilities frontier under

ABA guidelines, as well as the possible combinations of felony and misdemeanor cases that an

attorney can take to total 320. Attorneys representing 320 cases can do so while adhering to

ABA guidelines if their case combination lies on or under the ABA Guidelines curve (shown in

green). This will only happen if they represent 48 or fewer felonies (15 percent of their caseload).

However, the same report shows that felonies comprise over 30 percent of the cases overall, and

a 3:4 ratio of felonies to misdemeanors when case types such as parole violations are excluded.

Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the caseloads faced by public defenders in Virginia before

body-worn camera adoption lie outside the ABA production possibilities frontier and so indicate a

binding time constraint under the ABA guidelines.
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Figure A.6: Defense attorney PPF under ABA guidelines and caseloads for VA public defenders
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APPENDIX B

CHAPTER 2 APPENDIX

B.1 Additional Data Notes

The attorney pay data are rich, but nonetheless there are a couple of nuances to this data set

that warrant discussion.

Firstly, since some district courts also handle juvenile and domestic court cases matters, I

cannot always differentiate payments made for adult criminal complaints in the district court and

juvenile legal matters. These combined courts represent 34 percent of district court jurisdictions

in my sample. Because of this, for the courts where these payments are differentiated, I combine

juvenile and adult district records to maintain consistency. In reality, the juvenile indigent defender

pool is substantially smaller than the adult indigent defender pool (VIDC, 2017) and entails a

small share of the total payments made by the district/juvenile court pairs. Across the locality-

year combinations for courts with separated juvenile and adult district courts, the largest share of

juvenile/domestic court payments to attorneys was 11.7 percent and the median was 2.6 percent of

total combined payments.

Secondly, because the data denotes vendors by name rather than a standardized identifier, it is

common for a single attorney to be listed under slightly different vendor names across localities

and years. To manage this, I identified vendors using similarities in the first and last words (names)

present in the vendor name entry as well as suffixes if relevant. I additionally visually inspected

the results and corrected by hand a few that, by this process, clearly misclassified vendors as

distinct or the same. Notably, this process will oftentimes classify firms that gain or lose partners

as distinct firms. It is not necessarily clear whether these firms truly should be considered the same

or distinct since we cannot observe who within the firm is engaging in indigent defense work.

For example, we could envision the scenario in which “Roberts”– the primary attorney handling

indigent defense cases– retires from firm “Cass, Wish, and Roberts”. In the current setup, in
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the subsequent period, “Cass, Wish, and Roberts” would have exited the indigent defense labor

market and the less productive firm “Cass and Wish” may have entered the market. In this case,

separate vendor identifiers seems appropriate. However, this classification stands even if “Roberts”

is unengaged in indigent defense work and “Cass and Wish” continues in the market unencumbered

by his absence.

Finally, because this is an administrative pay dataset, there are times in which adjustments

result in a negative payment recorded for a vendor. These cases are rare, and I only adjust for

them if they result in a negative total annual payment to the vendor; when this happens, I omit the

observation from analysis.
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APPENDIX C

CHAPTER 3 APPENDIX

C.1 Duration of Stay Analyses

To test for the appropriate duration of stay for through-migrants, I regress the number of

Venezuelan exits through El Oro at time t on the number of Venezuelan entrances at Carchi at

time t under specification (1). The sample for these regressions includes data from 2008-2017.

Due to the substantial changes in migrant flows in 2017, as well as the strengthening of the Carchi-

El Oro routing during this time, I include D2017
i as a dummy variable taking the value of 1 if the

exits at time t occurred in 2017 and 0 otherwise. I interact D2017
i with lagged entries to capture

differential durations of stay during the periods of highest migrant flows. Since I am interested in

the explanatory power of lagged entries I test the inclusion of lags j 2 1, ...,200.

(1)

Yt = a +
j

Â
i=0

biXt�i +
j

Â
i=1

giD2017
t Xt�i +dD2017

t +ut

Robust to any selection of j 2 1, ...,200, b̂1, the coefficient on the entries in Carchi one day prior

to the observed exits in El Oro, is always significant at conventional levels and larger in magnitude

than the coefficients on other lags. Further, g1 is also always significant and large in magnitude

compared to the other interaction terms. Together, these results suggest that a one day stay better

represents migrant movements than any other single-day increment. Since through-migration is

most evident in more recent years, I experiment with restricting the time period for this regression

to later periods and find the previous results to be robust to selection of starting year. These results

suggest that a one-day stay in Ecuador may be modal for migrants in transit.

To address concerns that one day lags insufficiently account for dispersion of migrant stays, I

also aggregate migrant entries to three and seven day groupings, and estimate models (2) and (3)

using OLS. Results from these regressions affirm my prior findings: Figures C.1 and C.2 show that

b̂0, which encompasses the single-day lag, is significant at all levels and of a greater magnitude
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than all other three or seven day increments. Figure C.1 shows the estimated coefficients from

the model regressing El Oro exits on grouped, lagged Carchi entrances with entrances grouped in

three-day increments, while C.2 shows the same for the coefficients under seven-day groupings.

In both figures, i indexes these lag groups with i = 0 reflecting the lag group closest to the date of

exit (i.e. the first 3 days or first 7 days after exit, inclusive of the date of exit).

(2)

Yt = a +
66

Â
i=0

2

Â
k=0

biXt�3i�k +
66

Â
i=0

2

Â
k=0

giD2017
t Xt�3i�k +dD2017

t +ut

(3)

Yt = a +
29

Â
i=0

6

Â
j=0

biXt�3i� j +
29

Â
i=0

6

Â
j=0

giD2017
t Xt�3i� j +dD2017

t +ut

For both three day and seven day groupings ĝi was significant for multiple i: i = 0, 4, 48, 52,

58, 59 63, 66 in 3 day groupings and i = 0, 25, 27 with 7 day lags, shown in Figures C.3 and C.4.

In each case, the estimated coefficient on i = 0 was the largest at approximately 0.10. Again this

supports that entries through Carchi statistically and economically significantly explain observed

exits in El Oro in the very-short term, and do so most strongly in 2017 (the year in which migrants

in transit most used the route). Results again hold when I categorically group durations, grouping

lags of 0 day, 1 day. 2-4 days, 5-7 days, 8-14 days, 15-30 days, and 31-180 and regress El Oro

exits on these categories according to specification (4). It appears that the modal migrant on the

Carchi-El Oro route is traveling quickly through the country to reach Peru rather than stopping en

route.

(4)

Yt = a +
6

Â
i=0

biXi +
6

Â
i=0

giD2017
t Xi +dD2017

t +ut

Finally, I subset the data based on 18 age categories, sex, and 11 skill groupings comprised

of the four primary skill levels and additional classifications for uncategorized groups such as stu-

dents, retirees,and homemakers. To maintain classification consistency and sufficient samples, I

use data from 2014-2017 and drop subsets for which there were less than 150 positive observa-

tions. That is, I drop subsets for which I observed less than 150 dates on which members of the
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Figure C.1: 3 day group coefficients on lags

subset were recorded either entering through Carchi or exiting through El Oro– this corresponds

to approximately 10 percent of the total days represented in the data. I then estimated equation (1)

with 50 lags on each of the remaining 155 subsets.

I find that b̂1 is statistically significant (t � 1.96) in 144 of the 155 possible subsets, while b̂2

is significant in 30 subsets. The ten lags that were significant most often are shown in Table C.1.

That b̂1 is significant across subgroups indicates that the previous results supporting a one-day

duration of stay for migrants does not depend on migrant characteristics. Results are similar for

the estimated coefficients on ĝi, shown in Table C.2. Thus, not only do I find that total entries in

Carchi on a given day are the strongest predictor of total exits in El Oro the following day, but that

this also is true when looking at restricted semi-homogeneous groups of migrants in transit.
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Table C.1: Significance of b̂i
in 155 age-gender-skill subsets

i
Number
Subsets
Significant

Mean Value
Coefficient
(all subsets)

0 10 0.00216
1 144 0.40135
2 30 0.06633
4 9 0.02787
7 11 0.00381
8 11 0.00987
25 9 0.01130
30 9 0.00209
43 8 0.00409
47 9 0.01116

a = 0.10

Table C.2: Significance of ĝi
in 155 age-gender-skill subsets

i
Number
Subsets
Significant

Mean Value
Coefficient
(all subsets)

1 105 0.08832
2 33 0.05585
3 18 0.03267
7 19 0.00851
11 17 -0.02961
13 16 -0.00162
15 18 -0.00181
16 17 -0.02056
27 16 -0.02343
34 20 -0.01397
37 18 -0.02334
40 16 0.00528

a = 0.10
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Figure C.2: 7 day group coefficients on lags
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Figure C.3: 3 day group coefficients on interactions
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Figure C.4: 7 day group coefficients on interactions
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